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Summary

• This document presents:

‒ An analysis of the main changes between the Technical Specifications of the Long Term Guarantee 

Assessment and the Technical Specifications for the Preparatory Phase (Part 1).

‒ A summary of the determination of the risk-free interest term structure and the transitional measures 

(Technical Specifications for the Preparatory Phase (Part 2))
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Valuation of Assets and 
Liabilities
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – Assets and other 

liabilities – V.1.1. Valuation 

approach

Added: V.3. “The following technical specifications 

may not fully reflect the final European 

Commission’s implementing measures to Directive 

2009/138/EC, as at the time of setting these 

technical specifications the draft delegated acts still 

remained subject to change. The following 

requirements are not meant to pre-empt any future 

decisions to be taken or any requirements to be set 

by the European Commission.”

V.3. “Valuation of all assets and liabilities, other 

than technical provisions, should be carried out, 

unless otherwise stated in conformity with 

international accounting standards as endorsed by 

the European Commission in accordance with 

Regulation (EC) No 1606/2002. If those standards 

allow for more than one valuation method, only 

valuation methods that are consistent with Article 75 

of Directive 2009/138/EC can be used. In most 

cases those international accounting standards, 

herein referred to as “IFRSs”, are considered to 

provide valuation consistent with principles of 

Solvency II. Also, the IFRSs’ accounting bases, 

V.4. “The default reference framework for valuing 

assets and liabilities, other than technical 

provisions, should be, unless otherwise stated, the 

international accounting standards as adopted by 

the European Commission in accordance with 

Regulation (EC) No 1606/2002. If those standards 

allow for more than one valuation method, only 

valuation methods that are consistent with Article 75 

of Directive 2009/138/EC shall be used. In most 

cases those international accounting standards, 

herein referred to as “IFRSs”, are considered to 

provide a valuation consistent with principles of 

Solvency II. Also, the IFRSs’ accounting bases,
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – Assets and other 

liabilities – V.1.1. Valuation 

approach

(continued)

such as the definitions of assets and liabilities as 

well as the recognition and derecognition criteria, 

are applicable, unless otherwise stated. IFRSs also 

refer to a few basic presumptions, which are also 

applicable (…)”

(continued)

such as the definitions of assets and liabilities as 

well as the recognition and derecognition criteria, 

are applicable as the default accounting framework, 

unless otherwise stated. IFRSs also refer to a few 

basic presumptions, which are equally applicable 

(…)” (wording)

V.5. “On this basis, the following hierarchy of high 

level principles for valuation of assets and liabilities 

should be used: 

i. Undertakings must use quoted market prices in 

active markets for the same assets or liabilities as 

the default valuation method, notwithstanding if 

the applicable IFRSs would allow a different 

approach. 

(…)

v. When valuing liabilities using fair value, the 

adjustment to take account of the own credit 

standing as required by IFRS 13 Fair Value 

Measurement has to be eliminated. When valuing 

financial liabilities this only applies to the 

subsequent adjustment after initial recognition.”

V.6. “On this basis, the following hierarchy of high 

level principles for valuation of assets and liabilities 

should be used: 

i. Undertakings must use quoted market prices in 

active markets for the same or similar assets or 

liabilities. 

(…)

v. When valuing liabilities using fair value, the 

adjustment to take account of the own credit 

standing as required by IFRS 13 Fair Value 

Measurement has to be eliminated. In addition, 

when valuing financial liabilities subsequently 

after initial recognition, the adjustment to take 

account of the own credit standing as required 

by IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement and as 

defined by IFRS 7 Financial Instruments: 

Disclosures has to be eliminated.”
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – Assets and other 

liabilities –

V.1.3. Specific recognition and 

valuation requirements for 

selected Solvency II balance 

sheet items 

V.7. “Intangible assets: Goodwill is to be valued at 

zero. Other intangible assets can only have a value 

other than zero…”

V.8. “Intangible assets: Goodwill is to be valued at 

zero. Other intangible assets can be recognised 

and measured at a value other than zero…”

V.8. “…the equity method would be applied to the 

related undertaking’s balance sheet following IFRSs 

as endorsed by the European Commission…”

V.9. “…the equity method would be applied to the 

related undertaking’s balance sheet following 

IFRSs…”

V.9. “Contingent liabilities: For Solvency II 

purposes, contingent liabilities have to be 

recognised as liabilities. The valuation of the liability 

follows the measurement as required in IAS 37 

Provisions, contingent liabilities and contingent 

assets, with the use of the basic risk-free interest 

rate term structure.”

V.10. “Contingent liabilities: For Solvency II 

purposes, material contingent liabilities have to be 

recognised as liabilities. The valuation of the liability 

follows the measurement as required in IAS 37 

Provisions, however for contingent liabilities with 

the use of the basic risk-free interest rate term 

structure.”

V.10. “Deferred Taxes: 

Insurance and reinsurance undertakings shall 

recognise and value deferred taxes in relation to all 

assets and liabilities that are recognised for 

solvency or tax purposes in conformity with 

international accounting standards, as endorsed 

by the Commission in accordance

V.11. “Deferred Taxes: 

Insurance and reinsurance undertakings shall 

recognise and value deferred tax assets and 

liabilities in relation to all assets and liabilities that 

are recognised for solvency or tax purposes in 

conformity with IFRSs. 

(…)
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – Assets and other 

liabilities –

V.1.3. Specific recognition and 

valuation requirements for 

selected Solvency II balance 

sheet items 

(continued)

with Regulation (EC) No 1606/2002. 

(…)

In the case of deferred tax assets the insurance 

and reinsurance undertaking shall be able to 

demonstrate to the supervisory authority that it 

is probable that future taxable profit will be 

available against which the deferred tax asset can 

be utilised, taking into account any legal or 

regulatory requirements on the time limits relating to 

the carryforward of unused tax losses or the 

carryforward of unused tax credits.”

Insurance and reinsurance undertakings shall 

only ascribe a positive value to deferred tax 

assets where it is probable that future taxable 

profit will be available against which the deferred 

tax asset can be utilised, taking into account any 

legal or regulatory requirements on the time limits 

relating to the carryforward of unused tax losses or 

the carryforward of unused tax credits.”

Valuation – Assets and other 

liabilities – V.1.4.

Consistency of IFSRs with 

Article 75 - IAS 2 Inventories

“Solvency II framework: In many cases the 

estimated cost of completion and the estimated 

costs necessary to make the sale are not material. 

This means the net realisable value is option

consistent with...”

“Solvency II framework: In many cases the 

estimated cost of completion and the estimated 

costs necessary to make the sale are not material. 

That means the net realisable value is consistent 

with…”

Valuation – Assets and other 

liabilities – V.1.4.

Consistency of IFSRs with 

Article 75 - IAS 17 Leases

“Undertakings shall value (…) lease assets and 

liabilities at fair value. Undertakings shall not make 

subsequent adjustments to take account of the own 

credit standing of the undertaking.” 

“Undertakings shall value (…) lease assets and 

liabilities at fair value. When measuring financial 

liabilities subsequently, undertakings shall not 

make adjustments to take account of the own credit 

standing of the undertaking.”
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – Assets and other 

liabilities –

V.1.4. Consistency of IFSRs 

with Article 75 – IAS 19 (as

emended in 2011) Employee 

benefits

“(…)

see, for example, IAS 2 Inventories and IAS 16 

Property, Plant and Equipment) (IAS 19 (REVISED 

2011). 10).

(…)

(see, for example, IAS 2 and IAS 16) (IAS 19 

(REVISED 2011).44). 

(…)

Where contributions to a defined contribution plan 

do not fall due wholly within twelve months after 

the end of the period in which the employees render 

the related service, they shall be discounted using 

the discount rate specified in paragraph 78 (IAS 19 

(REVISED 2011).45). (…)

Accounting by an entity for defined benefit plans 

involves the following steps: 

(a) using actuarial techniques to make a reliable 

estimate of the amount of benefit that employees 

have earned in return for their service in the current 

and prior periods. This requires an entity to 

determine how much benefit is attributable to the 

current and prior periods (see paragraphs 67–71) 

and to make estimates (actuarial assumptions) 

about

“(…) 

(see, for example, IAS 2 Inventories and IAS 16 

Property, Plant and Equipment) (IAS 19. 11). 

(…)

(see, for example, IAS 2 and IAS 16) (IAS 19.51). 

(…)

When contributions to a defined contribution plan 

are not expected to be settled wholly before 

twelve months after the end of the annual reporting 

period in which the employees render the related 

service, they shall be discounted using the discount 

rate specified in paragraph 83 (IAS 19 .52). (…)

Accounting by an entity for defined benefit plans 

involves the following steps: 

a) determining the deficit or surplus. This 

involves: 

(i) using actuarial technique, the projected unit 

credit method to make a reliable estimate of the 

ultimate cost to the entity of the benefit that 

employees have earned in return for their service in 

the current and prior periods (see paragraphs 67-

69). This requires an entity to determine how much 

benefit is attributable to
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – Assets and other 

liabilities –

V.1.4. Consistency of IFSRs 

with Article 75 – IAS 19 (as

emended in 2011) Employee 

benefits

(continued)

demographic variables (such as employee turnover 

and mortality) and financial variables (such as future 

increases in salaries and medical costs) that will 

influence the cost of the benefit (see paragraphs 

72–91); 

(b) discounting that benefit using the Projected 

Unit Credit Method in order to determine the 

present value of the defined benefit obligation and 

the current service cost (see paragraphs 64–66); 

(c) determining the fair value of any plan assets 

(see paragraphs 102–104); 

(d) determining the total amount of actuarial gains 

and losses and the amount of those actuarial gains 

and losses to be recognised (see paragraphs 92–

95); 

(e) where a plan has been introduced or changed, 

determining the resulting past service cost (see 

paragraphs 96–101); and 

(f) where a plan has been curtailed or settled, 

determining the resulting gain or loss (see 

paragraphs 109–115). (IAS 19 (REVISED 

2011).50). [(d), (e), (f) replaced by b)]

(continued)

the current and prior periods (see paragraphs 70–

74) and to make estimates (actuarial assumptions) 

about demographic variables (such as employee 

turnover and mortality) and financial variables (such 

as future increases in salaries and medical costs) 

that will influence the cost of the benefit (see 

paragraphs 75–98); 

(ii) discounting that benefit in order to determine the 

present value of the defined benefit obligation and 

the current service cost (see paragraphs 67–69 

and 83-86); 

(iii) deducting the fair value of any plan assets (see 

paragraphs 113–115) from the present value of 

the defined obligations; 

b) determining the amount of the net defined benefit 

liability (asset) as the amount of the deficit or 

surplus determined in (a), adjusted for any effect of 

limiting a net defined benefit asset to the asset 

ceiling (see paragraph 64). 

[(d), (e), (f) replaced by b)]
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – Assets and other 

liabilities –

V.1.4. Consistency of IFSRs 

with Article 75 – IAS 19 (as

emended in 2011) Employee 

benefits

(continued)

(…)

(IAS 19 (REVISED 2011).78). 

(…)

The amount recognised as a liability for other long-

term employee benefits shall be the net total of the 

following amounts: (a) the present value of the 

defined benefit obligation at the end of the reporting 

period (see paragraph 64); (b) minus the fair value 

at the end of the reporting period of plan assets (if 

any) out of which the obligations are to be settled 

directly (see paragraphs 102–104). 

In measuring the liability, an entity shall apply 

paragraphs 49–91, excluding paragraphs 54 and 

61. An entity shall apply paragraph 104A in 

recognising and measuring any reimbursement right 

(IAS 19 (REVISED 2011).128). 

Termination benefits 

An entity shall recognise termination benefits as a 

liability and an expense when, and only when, the 

entity is demonstrably committed to either: (a) 

terminate the employment of an employee

(continued)

(…)

(IAS 19.83).

(…)

In recognising and measuring the surplus or deficit 

in another long-term employee benefit plan, an 

entity shall apply paragraphs 56–98 and 113–115. 

An entity shall apply paragraphs 116–119 in 

recognising and measuring any reimbursement 

right. 

For other long-term employee benefits, an entity 

shall recognise the net total of the following 

amounts in profit or loss, except to the extent that 

another IFRS requires or permits their inclusion in 

the cost of an asset: 

a) service cost (see paragraphs 66-112); 

b) net interest on the net defined benefit liability 

(asset) (see paragraphs 123-126); and 

c) remeasurements of the net defined liability 

(asset) (see paragraphs 127-130). 

Termination benefits 

An entity shall recognise a liability for termination 

benefits at the earlier of the following dates: 

(a) when the entity can no longer withdraw the
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – Assets and other 

liabilities –

V.1.4. Consistency of IFSRs 

with Article 75 – IAS 19 (as

emended in 2011) Employee 

benefits

(continued)

or group of employees before the normal retirement 

date; or (b) provide termination benefits as a result 

of an offer made in order to encourage voluntary 

redundancy (IAS 19 (REVISED 2011).133). 

Where termination benefits fall due more than 12 

months after the reporting period, they shall be 

discounted using the discount rate specified in 

paragraph 78 (IAS 19 (REVISED 2011).139). In the 

case of an offer made to encourage voluntary 

redundancy, the measurement of termination 

benefits shall be based on the number of 

employees expected to accept the offer (IAS 19 

(REVISED 2011).140).”

(continued)

offer of those benefits; and 

(b) when the entity recognises costs for a 

restructuring that is within the scope of IAS 37 and 

involves the payment of termination benefits (IAS 19 

.165). 

Where termination benefits are not expected to be 

settled wholly before 12 months after the end of the 

annual reporting period, they shall apply the 

requirements for other long term employee benefits 

(IAS 19 .169).”

Added: “Consistent measurement principles for 

employee benefits.”

“For the purposes of quantitative assessment, 

undertakings shall apply IAS 19 (REVISED 2011).”

Suppressed
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – Assets and other 

liabilities –

V.1.4. Consistency of IFSRs 

with Article 75 – IAS 28 

Investments in Associates and 

Joint Ventures 

“Applicable equity method measurement 

principles.”

“Applicable equity method principles.”

“Limited application to the equity method.” “Application limited to the equity method.”

Valuation – Assets and other 

liabilities –

V.1.4. Consistency of IFSRs 

with Article 75 – IAS 37 

Provisions, contingent 

liabilities and contingent 

assets 

“Contingent liabilities are recognised under 

Solvency II and valued based on the expected 

present value of future cash-flows required to settle 

the contingent liability over the lifetime of that 

contingent liability, using the basic risk-free interest 

rate term structure.”

“Material contingent liabilities are recognised as 

liabilities in the Solvency II balance sheet and 

valued based on the expected present value of 

future cash-flows required to settle the contingent 

liability over the lifetime of that contingent liability, 

using the basic risk-free interest rate term structure.”

“Contingent liabilities are to be recognised.” “Material contingent liabilities are to be recognised 

as liabilities .”

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – Introduction

TP.1.1. “The reporting date to be used by all 

participants should be 31 12 2011.”

(not applicable)

TP.1.5. “(…) Subsection V.2.3 specifies the relevant 

risk-free interest rate term structure.”

(not applicable)
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – Introduction

TP.1.17. “Life insurance obligations should be 

segmented into 6 lines of business. 

(…)

Annuities stemming from non-life insurance 

contracts and relating to health insurance 

obligations (annuities stemming from non-life 

contracts and NSLT health insurance). 

Annuities stemming from non-life insurance 

contracts and relating to insurance obligations other 

than health insurance obligations” 

TP.1.16. “Life insurance obligations should be 

segmented into 6 lines of business. 

(…)

Annuities stemming from non-life insurance 

contracts and relating to health insurance 

obligations (annuities stemming from NSLT 

health insurance). 

Annuities stemming from non-life insurance 

contracts and relating to insurance obligations other 

than health insurance obligations (annuities 

stemming from non-life contracts other than 

NSLT health insurance).”

TP.1.23. “SLT health insurance obligations should 

be allocated to one of the four following lines of 

business for life insurance obligations defined in 

subsection V.2.1: 

• Insurance contracts with profit participation 

where the main risk driver is disability/morbidity 

risk 

• Index-linked and unit-linked life insurance 

contracts where the main risk driver is 

disability/morbidity risk 

• Other insurance contracts where the main

TP.1.22. “Insurance or reinsurance obligations that, 

although stemming from Non-Life or NSLT health 

insurance, and originally segmented into Non-Life or 

NSLT health lines of business, as a result of the 

trigger of an event are pursued on a similar 

technical basis to that of life insurance, should be 

assigned to the relevant life lines of business as 

soon as there is sufficient information to assess 

those obligations using life techniques.” 
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – Introduction

(continued)

risk driver is disability/morbidity risk 

• Annuities stemming from non-life contracts.

TP.1.24. With regard to the line of business for 

annuities stemming from non-life contracts or health 

insurance includes only annuities stemming from 

Non-SLT health contracts (for example workers' 

compensation and income protection insurance). 

Insurance or reinsurance obligations that, although 

stemming from Non-Life or NSLT health insurance, 

and originally segmented into Non-Life or NSLT 

health lines of business, as a result of the trigger of 

an event are pursued on a similar technical basis to 

that of life insurance, should be assigned to the 

relevant life lines of business as soon as there is 

sufficient information to assess those obligations 

using life techniques. 

TP.1.25. Non-SLT health obligations should be 

allocated to one of the three following lines of 

business for non-life insurance obligations: 

• Medical expense 

• Income protection 

• Workers' compensation” 
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.2. Best 

estimate 

V.2.2.1. Methodology for the 

calculation of the best 

estimate 

TP.2.9. “Cash-flow projections should reflect 

expected realistic future demographic, legal, 

medical, technological, social or economic 

developments.”

TP.2.9. “Cash-flow projections should reflect 

expected realistic future demographic, legal, 

medical, technological, social or economic 

developments over the lifetime of the insurance 

and reinsurance obligations.” 

TP.2.12. “The calculation of the best estimate 

should only include future cash-flows associated 

with recognised obligations within the boundary of 

the contract.”

TP.2.12. “The calculation of the best estimate 

should only include future cash-flows associated 

with recognised obligations within the boundary of 

the contract. No future business should be taken 

into account for the calculation of technical 

provisions.”

The boundary of an existing (re)insurance 

contract  (TP.2.15. – TP.2.22)

The boundary of an existing (re)insurance 

contract  (TP.2.15. – TP.2.28)

Section completely rewritten

TP.2.16. Consistency (added)

TP.2.17. Obligations related to the contract belong 

to the contract unless otherwise stated (added)
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.2. Best 

estimate 

V.2.2.1. Methodology for the 

calculation of the best 

estimate 

(continued)

TP.2.18. 

• Obligations after mentioned date do not belong to 

the contract (modified)

• Portfolio of insurance or reinsurance obligations 

(modified)

• Individual risk assessment (modified)

TP.2.19. Unilaterality (added)

TP.2.20 Part of the contract (modified)

TP.2.21 Obligations which not provide 

compensation or include a financial guarantee of 

benefits. (moved)

TP.2.22 Discernible effect (added)

TP.2.23 Unbundling (moved)

TP.2.24 Unbundling (added)

TP.2.25 Circumstances (completed)

TP.2.26 Legal enforceability (added)
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.2. Best 

estimate 

V.2.2.1. Methodology for the 

calculation of the best 

estimate 

(continued)

TP.2.27 Assessment of boundaries (added)

TP.2.28. Independence of boundaries assessment 

between companies (added)

Added: Gross cash-flows TP.2.31. “The cash-flow 

projection used in the calculation of the best 

estimate shall take account of all the cash-in and 

out-flows required to settle the insurance and 

reinsurance obligations over the lifetime thereof.”

Added: TP.2.34. “Insurance and reinsurance 

undertakings should establish the future premium 

cash-flows contained within the contract boundaries 

at the valuation date and include within the 

calculation of its best estimate those future premium 

cash-flows which fall due after the valuation date.” 

Added: TP.2.35. “Insurance and reinsurance 

undertakings should treat premiums which are due 

for payment by the valuation date as a premium 

receivable on its balance sheet until the cash is 

received.” 
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.2. Best 

estimate 

V.2.2.1. Methodology for the 

calculation of the best 

estimate 

TP.2.27. “The cash out-flows could be divided 

between benefits to the policyholders or 

beneficiaries, expenses that will be incurred in 

servicing insurance and reinsurance obligations, 

and other cash-flow items such as taxation 

payments which are charged to policyholders.”

TP.2.36. “The cash out-flows could be divided 

between benefits to the policyholders or 

beneficiaries, expenses that will be incurred in 

servicing insurance and reinsurance obligations, 

and other cash-flow items such as: 

• Payment between the insurance or 

reinsurance undertaking and intermediaries 

related to insurance or reinsurance 

obligations 

• Payments between the insurance or 

reinsurance undertaking and investment 

firms in relation to contracts with index-linked 

and unit-linked benefits 

• Payments for salvage and subrogation to the 

extent they do not qualify as separate assets 

or liabilities in accordance with the 

specifications set out in Section 1 – Valuation 

• Taxation payments which are, or are expected 

to be, charged to policyholders or are 

required to settle the insurance or 

reinsurance obligations.” 
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.2. Best 

estimate 

V.2.2.1. Methodology for the 

calculation of the best 

estimate 

TP.2.29. “In determining the best estimate, the 

undertaking should take into account all cash-flows 

arising from (…). This should include (non-

exhaustive list): 

• Administrative expenses 

• Investment management expenses 

• Claims management expenses / handling 

expenses“

TP.2.38. “In determining the best estimate, the 

undertaking should take into account all cash-flows 

arising from expenses (…). This should include 

(non-exhaustive list): 

• Administrative expenses 

• Investment management expenses 

• Claims management expenses / handling 

expenses 

• Acquisition expenses 

• Overhead expenses included in the expenses 

mentioned above“

Added: “TP.2.39. Expenses in respect of 

reinsurance contracts and special purpose vehicles 

shall be taken into account in the gross calculation 

of the best estimate.”

TP.2.41. “To the extent that future premiums from 

existing insurance and reinsurance contracts are 

taken into account in the valuation of the best 

estimate, expenses relating to these future 

premiums should be taken into consideration.” 

TP.2.40. “Expenses shall be projected on the 

assumption that the undertaking will write new 

business in the future.”

TP.2.31. “Overhead expenses include, for 

example....”

Suppressed (redundancy with TP.2.42. previously 

TP.2.38.)
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.2. Best 

estimate 

V.2.2.1. Methodology for the 

calculation of the best 

estimate 

Added: TP.2.43. “Overhead expenses should be 

allocated in a realistic and objective manner and on 

a consistent basis over time to the parts of the best 

estimate to which they relate.”

TP.2.39.

TP.2.40.

TP.2.42.

TP.2.50 “Undertakings should value and take into 

account charges for embedded options in the 

valuation of the technical provisions where possible“ 

(reorganized)

TP.2.50. “In determining the best estimate, 

undertakings should take into account taxation 

payments which are charged to policyholders. Only 

those taxation payments which are settled by 

the undertaking need to be taken into account. 

A gross calculation of the amounts due to 

policyholders suffices where tax payments are 

settled by the policyholders.” 

TP.2.58. “In determining the best estimate, 

undertakings should take into account taxation 

payments which are, or are expected to be, 

charged to policy holders or are required to settle 

the insurance or reinsurance obligations.” 
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.2. Best 

estimate 

V.2.2.1. Methodology for the 

calculation of the best 

estimate 

TP.2.57. ”(…) With respect to the best estimate for 

premium provisions, the cash-flow projections relate 

to claim events occurring after the valuation date 

and during the remaining in-force period (coverage 

period) of the policies held by the undertaking 

(existing policies). The cash-flow projections 

should comprise all future claim payments and 

claims administration expenses arising from these 

events, cash-flows arising from the ongoing 

administration of the in-force policies and expected 

future premiums stemming from existing policies.”

TP.2.65. (…)

TP.2.66. “With respect to the best estimate for 

premium provisions, the cash-flow projections relate 

to claim events occurring after the valuation date 

and during the remaining in-force period (coverage 

period) of the policies held by the undertaking 

(recognised policies). The cash-flow projections 

should comprise all future claim payments and 

claims administration expenses arising from these 

events, cash-flows arising from the ongoing 

administration of the in-force policies and expected 

future premiums stemming from recognised 

policies falling within the contract boundary.” 

TP.2.58. “The best estimate of premium provisions 

from existing insurance and reinsurance contracts 

should be given as the expected present value of 

future in- and out-going cash-flows, being a 

combination of, inter alia: 

• cash-flows from future premiums; 

• …”

TP.2.67. “The best estimate of premium provisions 

from recognised insurance and reinsurance 

contracts should be given as the expected present 

value of future in- and out-going cash-flows, being a 

combination of, inter alia: 

• cash-flows from future premiums falling within 

the contract boundary; 

• …”
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Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.2. Best 

estimate 

V.2.2.1. Methodology for the 

calculation of the best 

estimate 

TP.2.91. “For each type of contractual option 

insurers are required to identify the risk drivers 

which have the potential to materially affect 

(directly or indirectly) the frequency of option take-

up rates considering a sufficiently large range of 

scenarios, including adverse ones.” 

TP.2.100. “For each type of contractual option 

insurers are required to identify the risk drivers 

which have the potential to affect (directly or 

indirectly) the frequency of option take-up rates 

considering a sufficiently large range of scenarios, 

including adverse ones.”

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.2. Best 

estimate 

V.2.2.2. Assumptions 

underlying the calculation of 

the best estimate 

TP.2.111. “Where the undertaking uses a model to 

produce future projections of market parameters 

(…), such model should comply with the following 

requirements: 

(…)”

TP.2.120. “Where the undertaking uses a model to 

produce future projections of market parameters 

(…), the model should comply with the following 

requirements: 

(…)

iii. the calibration of the parameters and 

scenarios is consistent with the relevant risk-

free interest rate term structure used to 

calculate the best estimate as referred to in 

subsection V.2.2.”

TP.2.119. “Where insurance and reinsurance 

undertakings use data from an external source, they 

should derive assumptions on underwriting risks 

that are based on that data according to the 

following requirements: 

(a) undertakings are able to demonstrate that the 

sole use of data which are available from an

(rewritten) TP.2.128. Insurance and reinsurance 

undertakings may use data from an external source 

provided the following requirements are met: 

a) Insurance or reinsurance undertakings are able 

to demonstrate that the use of data from an external 

source is more suitable than the
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Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.2. Best 

estimate 

V.2.2.2. Assumptions 

underlying the calculation of 

the best estimate 

(continued)

internal source are not more suitable than external 

data; and 

(b) the origin of the data and assumptions or 

methodologies used to process them is known to 

the undertaking and the undertaking is able to 

demonstrate that these assumptions and 

methodologies appropriately reflect the 

characteristics of the portfolio.”

(continued)

use of data which are exclusively available from an 

internal source; b) Insurance or reinsurance 

undertakings know the origin of the data and the 

assumptions or methodologies used to process that 

data;

c) Insurance or reinsurance undertakings identify 

any trends in the data from an external source and 

the variation, over time or across data, of the 

assumptions or methodologies in the use of the 

data; (added)

d) Insurance or reinsurance undertaking are able to 

demonstrate that the assumptions and 

methodologies referred to in point b) and c) 

appropriately reflect the characteristics of the 

insurance or reinsurance undertaking’s portfolio of 

insurance and reinsurance obligations.

TP.2.122. “Assumptions about the likelihood that 

policy holders will exercise contractual options 

should be based on analysis of past policyholder 

behaviour. (…)”

TP.2.131. “Assumptions about the likelihood that 

policy holders will exercise contractual options 

should be based on analysis of past policyholder 

behaviour and a prospective assessment of 

expected policy holder behaviour. (…)”
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Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.2. Best 

estimate 

V.2.2.2. Assumptions 

underlying the calculation of 

the best estimate 

TP.2.124. “In general policyholders’ behaviour 

should not be assumed to be independent of 

financial markets, of undertaking’s treatment of 

customers or publicly available information unless 

proper evidence to support the assumption can 

be observed.” 

TP.2.133. “In general policyholders’ behaviour 

should not be assumed to be independent of 

financial markets, of undertaking’s treatment of 

customers or publicly available information unless 

there is empirical evidence to support such an 

assumption.” 

TP.2.130. “Assumed future management actions 

should be realistic and consistent with the insurance 

or reinsurance undertaking’s current business 

practice and business strategy unless there is 

sufficient current evidence that the undertaking 

will change its practices.” 

TP.2.139. “Assumed future management actions 

should be realistic and consistent with the insurance 

or reinsurance undertaking’s current business 

practice and business strategy, including the use 

of risk-mitigating techniques. If there is 

sufficient evidence that the undertaking will 

change its practices or strategy, the assumed 

future management actions are consistent with 

the changed practices or strategy.” 

TP.2.134. “Insurance and reinsurance undertakings 

should be able to verify that assumptions about 

future management actions are realistic through a 

comparison of assumed future management 

actions with management actions actually taken 

previously by the insurance or reinsurance 

undertaking.”

TP.2.144. “Insurance and reinsurance undertakings 

should be able to verify that assumptions about 

future management actions are realistic through: 

(a) a comparison of assumed future 

management actions with management actions 

taken previously by the insurance or 

reinsurance undertaking; 
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Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.2. Best 

estimate 

V.2.2.2. Assumptions 

underlying the calculation of 

the best estimate 

Continued)

(b) a comparison of future management actions 

taken into account in the current and past 

calculations of the best estimate; 

(c) an assessment of the impact of changes in 

the assumptions of future management actions 

on the value of the technical provisions.”

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.2. Best 

estimate 

V.2.2.3. Recoverables

TP.2.139 Counterparty default adjustment Suppressed (redundancy with dedicated section)

Added: TP.2.149. “The amounts recoverable from 

reinsurance contracts and special purpose vehicles 

shall be calculated consistently with the boundaries 

of the insurance and reinsurance contracts to which 

the amounts recoverable from reinsurance contracts 

and special purpose vehicle relate.”

TP.2.140. “(…) The amounts recoverable from a 

special purpose vehicle should not exceed the 

value of the assets recoverable from this special 

purpose vehicle that the insurance or 

reinsurance undertaking would be able to 

receive.”

TP.2.150. “(…) The amounts recoverable from a 

special purpose vehicle should not exceed the 

aggregate maximum risk exposure of this 

special purpose vehicle to the insurance or 

reinsurance undertaking.”
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Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.2. Best 

estimate 

V.2.2.3. Recoverables

TP.2.139 Counterparty default adjustment Suppressed (redundancy with dedicated section)

TP.2.153. “The probability of default of special 

purpose vehicles should be calculated according to 

the average credit quality step of assets held by the 

special purpose vehicle, unless there is a reliable 

basis for an alternative calculation.” 

Suppressed

TP.2.161. “In the case of reinsurance recoverables 

from a SPV, (…)” 

Added in TP.2.170. “In the case of reinsurance 

recoverable from a SPV, the probability of default 

of special purpose vehicles should be 

calculated according to the average credit 

quality step of assets held by the special 

purpose vehicle, unless there is a reliable basis 

for an alternative calculation. (…)”

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.3. 

Discounting

Added: “Details on the basic and relevant risk-free 

interest rate term structures to be used for the 

purpose of calculating technical provisions and 

capital requirements are provided in the Technical 

Specifications Part II.” 
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Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.4. Calculation 

of technical provisions as a 

whole 

TP.4.3. “The cash-flows of the financial instruments 

used in the replications should replicate the 

uncertainty in amount and timing of the cash-flows 

associated with the insurance or reinsurance 

obligations, in relation to the risks underlying the 

cash-flows associated with the insurance and 

reinsurance obligations in all possible scenarios) 

(i.e. the cash-flows of the financial instruments must 

not provide only the same expected amount as the 

cash-flows associated with insurance or reinsurance 

obligations, but also the same patterns of 

variability).”

TP.4.3. “The cash-flows of the financial instruments 

should replicate the uncertainty in amount and 

timing of the cash-flows associated with the 

insurance or reinsurance obligations, in relation to 

the risks underlying the cash-flows associated with 

the insurance and reinsurance obligations in all 

possible scenarios (i.e. the cash-flows of the 

financial instruments must provide not only the 

same expected amount as the cash-flows 

associated with insurance or reinsurance 

obligations, but also the same patterns of 

variability). In particular, the following cash-flows 

associated with insurance and reinsurance 

obligations cannot be reliably replicated: 

(a) cash-flows associated with insurance or 

reinsurance obligations that depend on the 

likelihood that policy holders will exercise 

contractual options, including lapses and 

surrenders; 

(b) cash-flows associated with insurance or 

reinsurance obligations that depend on the 

level, trend, or volatility of mortality, disability, 

sickness and morbidity rates; 

(c) all expenses that will be incurred in servicing 

insurance and reinsurance obligations.” 
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Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.4. Calculation 

of technical provisions as a 

whole 

TP.4.5. “(…) For the first set of cash-flows, no 

separate calculation of the best estimate and the 

risk margin should be required but a separate 

calculation should be required for the second set of 

cash-flows. (…)”

TP.5.1. Suppressed because redundant

TP.4.5. “(…) For the first set of cash-flows which do 

meet the conditions, no separate calculation of the 

best estimate and the risk margin should be 

required. However, a separate calculation should be 

required for the second set of cash-flows, where 

the required conditions are not met. (…)”

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.5. Risk 

Margin

TP.5.5. “The calculation of the risk margin is based 

on the following transfer scenario (…)

• the SCR of the reference undertaking captures 

‒ … 

‒ where it is material, the residual market risk 

referred to above, other than interest rate risk; 

‒ …”

TP.5.5. “The calculation of the risk margin is based 

on the following transfer scenario (…)

• the SCR of the reference undertaking captures 

‒ … 

‒ where it is material, the market risk referred to 

above, other than interest rate risk; 

‒ …”

TP.5.7. “As the original undertaking transfers its 

whole portfolio to the reference undertaking, the 

SCR of the reference undertaking, and 

consequently the risk margin, reflects the level of 

diversification of the original undertaking. In 

particular, it takes into account the diversification 

between lines of business.”

Suppressed (redundancy with TP.5.5.)

TP.5.11. “The rationale for the discount factors used 

in the above formula can be found in Technical 

Specification (II).”

TP.5.9. “The rationale for the discount factors used 

in the above formula can be found in Annex E.”
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Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.5. Risk 

Margin

TP.5.18. “(…) Undertakings should follow a 

practicable approach when they assess the

residual market risk. It only needs to be taken into 

account where it is material. For non-life insurance 

obligations and short-term and mid-term life 

insurance obligations the residual market risk can 

be considered to be nil. For long-term life 

insurance there might be an

unavoidable interest rate risk. It is not likely to 

be material if the duration of the undertaking's 

whole portfolio does not exceed the duration of 

risk-free financial instruments available in 

financial markets for the currencies of the 

portfolio. The assessment whether the residual 

market risk is significant should take into account 

that it usually decreases over the lifetime of the 

portfolio.”

TP.5.16. “(…) Undertakings should follow a 

practicable approach when they assess the market 

risk. It only needs to be taken into account where it 

is material. For non-life insurance obligations and 

short-term and mid-term life insurance obligations 

the market risk can be considered to be nil. The 

assessment whether the market risk is material

should take

into account that it usually decreases over the 

lifetime of the portfolio.”

TP.5.20. “The calculation of the risk margin should 

be carried out on a best effort basis.”

Suppressed

TP.5.30. “The risk margin per line of business 

should take the diversification between lines of 

business into account. (…) The allocation of the 

risk margin to the lines of business should be 

done according to the

TP.5.27. “The risk margin per line of business 

should take the diversification between lines of 

business into account.(…)” 
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Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.5. Risk 

Margin

(continued)

overall SCR during the lifetime of the business.” 

TP.5.44. “In practise, this would require that the 

participating undertaking look closer at the risks and 

sub-risks being relevant for the following modules: 

• …

• residual market risk;

(…)”

TP.5.41. “In practise, this would require that the 

participating undertaking look closer at the risks and 

sub-risks being relevant for the following modules: 

• …

• market risk;

(…)”

TP.5.51. As a further simplification it can be 

assumed that the undertaking-specific estimate of 

the standard deviation for premium risk and reserve 

risk remain unchanged throughout the years. 

Suppressed

Simplifications for individual modules and sub-

modules (level 2 of the hierarchy) – Residual 

Market Risk

TP.5.55.

TP.5.56.

TP.5.57

Suppressed

TP.5.60. “(…) residual market risk (…)”

TP.5.68. “(…) residual market risk (…)”

TP.5.70. “(…) residual market risk (…)”

TP.5.53. “(…) market risk (…)”

TP.5.61. “(…) market risk (…)”

TP.5.63. “(…) market risk (…)”
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Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.5. Risk 

Margin

Added: Simplified calculation during the year for 

the risk margin 

TP.5.68. “The Risk Margin at a given point in time 

during the forthcoming year (i.e. CoCMlob(t)) could 

be calculated as follows: 

𝐶𝑜𝐶𝑀 𝑡 = 𝐶𝑜𝐶𝑀(0) ∙  𝐵𝐸𝑁𝑒𝑡(𝑡) 𝐵𝐸𝑁𝑒𝑡 0 , 0 < 𝑡 < 1.
where 

• 𝐶𝑜𝐶𝑀(0) = the risk margin as calculated at time t 

= 0 for the reference undertaking’s portfolio of 

(re)insurance obligations; 

• 𝐵𝐸𝑁𝑒𝑡 0 = the best estimate technical provisions 

net of reinsurance as assessed at time t = 0 for 

the undertaking’s portfolio of (re)insurance 

obligations; and 

• 𝐵𝐸𝑁𝑒𝑡(𝑡) = the best estimate technical provisions 

net of reinsurance as assessed at time t for the 

undertaking’s portfolio of (re)insurance 

obligations.”
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Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.6. 

Proportionality – V.2.6.2. 

Possible simplifications for 

non-life insurance

Simplification for claims settlement expenses 

TP.6.79. “Calculation. This simplification is based 

on the following formula, applied to each line of 

business: 

Provision for ULAE = R * [ IBNR + a * 

PCO_reported ] 

where: 

• …

• a = Percentage of claim provisions (set as 50 

per cent)”

Simplification for claims settlement expenses 

TP.6.78. “Calculation. This simplification is based 

on the following formula, applied to each line of 

business: 

Provision for ULAE = R * [ IBNR + a * 

PCO_reported ] 

where: 

• …

• a = Percentage of claim provisions”

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.6. 

Proportionality – V.2.6.3. 

Possible simplifications for 

reinsurance recoverables

Non-Life reinsurance 

Added: TP.6.83. “With respect to the principle of 

proportionality, undertakings may be allowed to use 

methods to derive the net best estimate from the 

gross best estimate without an explicit projection of 

the cash-flows underlying the amounts recoverable 

from reinsurance contracts.”

Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.6. 

Proportionality – V.2.6.4. 

Possible simplifications for 

calculations of technical 

provisions during the year 

Added section (TP. 6.111. to TP.6.121).

TP.6.111. Quarterly calculation of the MCR

TP.6.112. Practicability issues

TP.6.113. Proportionality principle
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Valuation – V.2. Technical 

provisions – V.2.6. 

Proportionality – V.2.6.4. 

Possible simplifications for 

calculations of technical 

provisions during the year 

(continued)

TP.6.114. Inappropriateness when best estimate 

decreases

TP.6.115. Inappropriateness when business 

strongly increases

TP.6.116. Inappropriateness in case of 

commutation or purchase

TP.6.117. Solution in case of inappropriateness

TP.6.118. Combination of approaches

TP.6.119. Unavoidableness

TP.6.120. Roll-forward calculation

TP.6.121. Sensitivity of the best estimate to the 

relevant financial parameters 
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Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Overall structure of the SCR 

(SCR.1)

Counter-cyclical premium sub risk in the market risk 

module

Eliminated

SCR 1.6. As explained above, the liabilities should 

not include the risk margin of technical provisions. 

Eliminated

SCR.1.12. The SCR should cover the risk of 

existing business as well as the new business 

expected to be written over the following 12 months. 

Eliminated

SCR.1.17. In the Quantitative Assessment, 

undertakings may apply to several parts of the 

standard formula calculation specified 

simplifications, provided that the simplified 

calculation is proportionate to the nature, scale and 

complexity of the risks. 

Eliminated

N/A Clarifications about the treatment of activities falling 

under IORP which are excluded from the SCR 

stresses
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Overall structure of the SCR 

(SCR.1)

SCR.1.22. Therefore the insurer should assess the 

model error that results from the use of a given 

simplification, having regard to the nature, scale and 

complexity of the underlying risks. The simplification 

should be regarded as proportionate if the model 

error is expected to be non-material. 

The error should be identified by evaluating (in 

quantitative or qualitative items) the deviation 

between the nature, scale and complexity of the 

risk, and the assumptions underlying the simplified 

calculation. A simplified calculations should not be 

considered to be proportionate if the error is 

material, unless the simplified calculation leads to a 

SCR which exceeds the SCR that results from the 

standard calculation. 

SCR 1.23. The particular situation of a quantitative 

assessment exercise which usually requires a lower 

degree of accuracy than financial and supervisory 

reporting may be taken into account in the 

assessment. 
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Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Loss absorbing capacity of 

technical provisions and 

deferred taxes 

Gross and net SCR 

calculations

(SCR.2.2)

Simplified the section 2.2 by deleting some 

paragraphs related to requirements for BSCR 

calculations. Former paragraph 2.5 is deleted

Clarifications about the way the net BSCR should 

be calculated:

• Only when BSCR module or sub-modules is 

based on the impact of a scenario on the BOF

• The impact of the scenarios on future 

discretionary benefits in TP, based on 

management actions, shall be taken into account 

Loss absorbing capacity of 

technical provisions and 

deferred taxes 

Calculation of the adjustment 

for loss absorbing capacity of 

technical provisions and 

deferred taxes 

(SCR 2.3)

The adjustment for the loss-absorbency of technical 

provisions and deferred taxes reflects the potential 

compensation of unexpected losses through a 

decrease in technical provisions or deferred taxes. 

In relation to technical provisions the adjustment 

takes account of the risk mitigating effect provided 

by future discretionary benefits to the extent 

undertakings can establish that a reduction in such 

benefits may be used to cover unexpected losses 

when they arrive. 

Eliminated 

Replaced by recommendations:

• No double counting 

• Scope (life underwriting risk, SLT health 

underwriting risk, non-life catastrophe risk, health 

catastrophe risk, market risk and counterparty 

default risk. The adjustment does not have to be 

applied to non life insurance, NSLT health 

insurance and should not apply to operational 

risk. 
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Loss absorbing capacity of 

technical provisions and 

deferred taxes 

Adjustment for loss absorbency 

of notional deferred taxes: 

recognition

Clarifications about the scope:

• Recognition and valuation of deferred taxes in 

relation to all assets and liabilities, including 

technical provisions, that are recognized for 

solvency or tax purposes in conformity with 

international accounting standards

• Valuation of DT other than deferred tax assets 

arising fro the carryforward of unused tax credits 

and the carryforward of unused tax losses

• Only positive value to deferred tax assets where 

it is probable that future taxable profit will be 

available against which the deferred tax asset 

can be utilized. The undertaking should assess 

the impact of the (national) tax regime on 

valuation and recognition of temporary 

differences
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Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

SCR Operational risk (SCR.3) Expul = Amount of annual expenses incurred during 

the previous 12 months in respect life insurance 

where the investment risk is borne by the 

policyholders.

Expul = Amount of annual expenses incurred during 

the previous 12 months in respect life insurance 

where the investment risk is borne by the 

policyholders, excluding acquisition expenses.
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Chapter V – SCR / Market risk
Topic LTGA Preparatory Phase

• SCR Market - Correlation • SCR counter cyclical premium and SCR spread are 

not correlated (factor = 0 )

• SCR counter cyclical premium no longer exists

• The other correlation factors remained the same

• SCR Market – Interest rate • Interest rate shocks are defined for maturities up to 

90 years. 

• After 90 years the shocks remain constant, +/- 20%

• The absolute change in the upward and downward

scenario should at least be 1%, with a floor at 0%.

• The interest rate shocks did not change compared to 

LTGA

• The absolute change of 1% is no longer 

applicable in the downward scenario (SCR.5.26.)

• In case the initial rate is negative the shocks should 

be applied on the absolute value of the initial rate

• SCR Market – Equity • Same calibration as in QIS 5 (22% for strategic 

participations, 39% for type 1 equity and 49% for 

type 2 equity)

• Put options to be included

• Same as L2

• Specification of the symmetric adjustment: 

‒ +/- 10% on the equity shock

‒ Based on an index to be selected by EIOPA

‒ Based on the weighted average of the daily 

levels of the equity index over the last 36 

months

• Weighted average of daily levels of equity index last 

36 months (index not disclosed).

• Type 1 equities are equities listed in regulated 

markets in countries which are members of the 

EEA or the OECD

• The following investments are also treaded as type 1 

equity (SCR 5.41): 

‒ Alternative investment funds authorised as 

European Long-term Investment Fund

‒ Qualifying social entrepreneurship funds

‒ Venture capital funds
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• SCR Market – Property • The SCR is calculated as a decrease of 25% in 

property prices

• No changes

• SCR Spread Risk - bonds • Updates to spread risk calculations for bonds 

and loans :

‒ Change in the spread calibration above 5 

years with varying impacts depending on the 

bond 

‒ Introduction of a simplified calculation of 

bonds and loans SCR

• No major changes, however the shocks for bonds 

with a duration of more than 5 year have been 

changed (SCR.5.86) 

• Unrated collateralized bonds and loans can get a 

more favorable treatment (SCR 5.96):

‒ If risk adjusted value collateral (CollateralRisk_adj) > 

value of the bond (MV), 50% of the normal shock 

is used

‒ If CollateralRisk_adj > the stressed value of the bond 

(BondStress), the shock is equal to the average of 

the standard shock and (MV - CollateralRisk_adj)/MV

‒ If CollateralRisk_adj < BondStress, the standard shock 

is applied 

• The simplified calculation of bonds and loans 

SCR has been changed (SCR.5.103)

• SCR Spread Risk –

repackaged loans

• The calculation is comparable to the spread risk for 

bonds, however a distinction is made between: 

‒ Structured products other than resecuritisation 

exposures

‒ Structured products which are resecuritisation 

exposures

• A distinction is made between type 1 and type 2 

securitisations and resecuritisation exposures:

‒ Type 1: credit quality step 3 or higher, listed in 

EEA / OECD, limits on underlying assets are 

accepted, … (SCR.5.107)

‒ Type 2: all securitisations that do not qualify as 

type1 securitization.  

• The shocks applicable to the type 1 and type 2 

exposures have been changed (SCR.5.110)

LTGA vs Preparatory Phase

Chapter V – SCR / Market risk
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• SCR Spread Risk –

specific exposures

• covered bonds: special treatment for AAA and AA 

rated covered bonds that meet the requirements of 

article 22 of the UCITS directive

• No changes compared to LTGA

• Government bonds: 

‒ 0% capital requirement only for Member States’ 

government / central bank exposure

‒ Special treatment for non-EEA governments 

funded in the domestic currency

• For the purpose of the spread risk sub-module, 

exposures to regional governments and local 

authorities established in the jurisdiction of a 

Member State shall be treated as exposures to the 

central government for which a zero capital 

requirement for spread risk applies (SCR.5.102)

• Small changes in the shocks non-EEA 

government bonds (SCR.5.103)

• (re-) insurance undertakings:

‒ Specific shocks are defined for exposures to 

insurance undertakings that do not meet their 

MCR 

• The shocks for insurance undertakings not meeting 

their MCR remained unchanged

• A mapping between the solvency ratio and the credit 

quality steps has been provided for unrated 

insurance companies

• SCR Spread Risk – credit 

derivatives

• Addition that no capital requirement is required for 

credit derivatives which are part of the 

undertaking’s risk mitigation policy

• No changes compared to LTGA

LTGA vs Preparatory Phase

Chapter V – SCR / Market risk
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• SCR Spread Risk –

Matching adjustment

• Not included • Application of the spread risk scenarios to the 

matching adjustment portfolios:

‒ The technical provisions of the portfolio 

insurance obligations to which the matching 

adjustment is applied shall be recalculated to 

take into account the impact on the amount of 

the matching adjustment because of the 

spread risk (SCR.5.116).

• SCR Concentration • Change in the scale of solvency ratios to assign an 

equivalent rating to unrated (re)insurance 

undertaking or credit / financial institutions

• 0% capital requirement only for Member States’ 

government / central bank exposure  (instead of 

EEA States in QIS 5)

• Same calibration as in LTGA

• Deferred tax assets and intangible assets should be 

excluded in the calculation of the total assets 

considered in the module (SCR.5.131).

• It is explicitly mentioned that regional 

governments and local authorities are treated like 

central governments (SCR.5.145)

• SCR Currency • Standard shock of +/- 25%, smaller shocks for 

currencies pledged to the EUR 

• No changes

• SCR Counter-Cyclical

Premium (CCP)

• Capital requirement “equal to the loss in the basic 

own funds that would result from an instantaneous 

decrease of 100 % of the counter-cyclical 

premiums”

• Not applicable, no SCR is calculated for the Volatility 

Adjustment. 

LTGA vs Preparatory Phase

Chapter V – SCR / Market risk
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Preparatory Phase

Shocks SCR Spread

Credit quality 

step 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

durationi (years) 

up to 5 0.9 %. durationi 1.1 %. durationi 1.4 %. durationi 2.5 %. durationi 4.5 %. durationi 7.5 %. durationi 7.5 %. durationi 

More than 5 and 

up to 10 

4.5% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -5) 

5.5% + 0.6%.( 

durationi -5) 

7.0% + 0.7%.( 

durationi -5) 

12.5% + 1.5%.( 

durationi -5) 

22.5% + 2.5%.( 

durationi -5) 

37.5% + 4.2%.( 

durationi -5) 

37.5% + 4.2%.( 

durationi -5) 

More than 10 

and up to 15 

7.2% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -10) 

8.4% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -10) 

10.5% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -10) 

20.0% + 1.0 %.( 

durationi -10) 

35.% + 1.8 %.( 

durationi -10) 

58.5% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -10) 

58.5% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -10) 

More than 15 

and up to 20 

9.7% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -15) 

10.9% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -15) 

13.0% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -15) 

25.0% + 1.0 %.( 

durationi -15) 

44.0% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -15) 

61.0% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -15) 

61.0% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -15) 

More than 20 
12.2% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -20) 

13.4% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -20) 

15.5% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -20) 

30.0% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -20) 

46.6% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -20) 

63.5% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -20) 

63.5% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -20) 

Bonds & loans

durationi

(years) 
up to 5 

More than 5 and 

up to 10 

More than 10 

and up to 20 
More than 20 

Fup 3.0 %. durationi 
15.%+1.7%.( 

durationi -5) 

23.5%+1.2%.( 

durationi -10) 

Min(35.5% + 0.5 

%.( durationi -

20);1) 

Unrated Bonds & loans
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Preparatory Phase

Shocks SCR Spread
Insurance undertakings not meeting MCR Covered bonds

durationi (years) risk factor FUP
i 

up to 5 7.5 %. durationi 

More than 5 and up to 10 
37.5% + 4.2%.( durationi

-5) 

More than 10 and up to 15 
58.5% + 0.5%.( durationi

-10) 

More than 15 and up to 20 
61.0% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -15) 

More than 20
Min(63.5% + 0.5%.( 

durationi -20);1)

Credit 

quality Step 

0 1

Durationi

(years)

up to 5 0.7%. durationi 0.9%. durationi

More than 5 

years 

Min(3.5% + 0.5 

%.( durationi -

5);1) 

Min(4.50% + 

0.5%.( durationi -

5); 1) 
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Preparatory Phase

Shocks SCR Spread
Non EEA government bonds

credit quality 

step 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Durationi (years) 

up to 5 0 0 1.1 %. durationi 1.4 %. durationi 2.5 %. durationi 4.5 %. durationi 4.5 %. durationi 

More than 5 and 

up to 10 
0 0

5.5% + 0.6%.( 

durationi -5) 

7.0% + 0.7%.( 

durationi -5) 

12.5%+ 1.5%.( 

durationi -5) 

22.5% + 2.5%.( 

durationi -5) 

22.5% + 2.5%.( 

durationi -5) 

More than 10 

and up to 15 
0 0

8.4% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -10) 

10.5% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -10) 

20.0% + 1 %.( 

durationi -10) 

35.0% + 1.80 %.( 

durationi -10) 

35.0% + 1.80 %.( 

durationi -10) 

More than 15 

and up to 20 
0 0

10.9% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -15) 

13% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -15) 

25.0% + 1.0 %.( 

durationi -15) 

44.0% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -15) 

44.0% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -15) 

More than 20 0 0
13.4% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -20) 

15.5% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -20) 

30.0% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -20) 

46.5% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -20) 

46.5% + 0.5 %.( 

durationi -20) 
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Preparatory Phase

Shocks SCR Spread
Securitisation exposures: type 1

Credit quality 

step 
0 1 2 3

Risk factor Fi
Up 2.1%. durationi 4.2% .durationi 7.4% .durationi 8.5% .durationi

Securitisation exposures: type 2

Credit quality 

step 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Risk factor Fi
Up 12.5% * 

Durationi

13.4% * 

Durationi

16.6% * 

Durationi

19.7% * 

Durationi
82% * Durationi

100% * 

Durationi

100% * 

Durationi

Resecuritisation exposures

Credit quality 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Risk factor Fi
Up 33.0% * 

Durationi

40.0% * 

Durationi

51.0% * 

Durationi

91.0% * 

Durationi

100% * 

Durationi

100% * 

Durationi

100% * 

Durationi
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

SCR Counterparty default risk 

module 

Introduction

(SCR 6)

The counterparty default risk module should reflect 

possible losses due to unexpected default, or 

deterioration in the credit standing, of the 

counterparties and debtors of undertakings over the 

forthcoming twelve months. 

No longer “or deterioration in the credit standing”

N/A Comments added related to the treatment of 

employee benefits liabilities and covering assets :

SCR 6.2. Liabilities for employee benefits have to 

be recognized for counterparty default risk and sub-

modules in the market risk module

SCR 6.3. if covering assets management is 

outsourced, then the undertaking acting as a 

sponsor should take them into account in both 

counterparty and market risk modules. 

N/A SCR 6.7. Comments about the treatment of 

securities lending and repurchase arrangements 

SCR 6.22. Probability of default for credit quality 

step of 4.175 % 

Changed to 4,2%
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LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase
Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

SCR Counterparty default risk 

module

Pooling arrangements

(SCR.6.31.)

N/A The pooling arrangements is an arrangement 

between several insurance or reinsurance 

undertakings, whereby the pool members agree to 

share in defined proportions similarly defined 

insurance risks each pool member has written for its 

own account. 

Three different kinds of exposures are defined. The 

Loss Given Default calculation methodology 

depends on the type of exposure. 

SCR Counterparty default risk 

module

Loss-Given Default for risk 

mitigating contracts 

(SCR 6.34)

LGD = max (0;Loan – 0,8*Mortgage) • Creation of a new variable “F” which represents

the factor to take into account the economic 

effect of the collateral arrangement in relation to 

the reinsurance arrangement or securitization in 

case of any credit event related to the 

counterparty

• Change in the calibration

LGD = max (0;Loan – Mortgage)

SCR Counterparty default risk 

module

Calculation of the Risk 

adjusted value of mortgage

(SCR.6.40)

Clarifications added about how to assess the 

mortgage risk-adjusted value (when statistical 

methods should be applied).
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Technical Specifications 

LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Life Underwriting Risk Module 

– Mortality Risk

Added in SCR.7.15.: “The increase in mortality rates 

should be applied to any mortality rate used in the 

calculation of technical provisions, irrespective of 

the time period to which it refers. The stressed 

mortality rates should not exceed a value of 1.”

Life Underwriting Risk Module 

– Longevity Risk

Added in SCR.7.25.: “The decrease in mortality 

rates should be applied to any longevity rate used in 

the calculation of technical provisions, irrespective 

of the time period to which it refers.”

Life Underwriting Risk Module 

– Disability-morbidity Risk

Added in SCR.7.32.: “In case of a waiting period 

before a benefit is payable this should be assessed 

for each individual policy. If the waiting period has 

already expired, then the full value of the disability-

morbidity shock should be taken into account. If the 

waiting period is still pending, then the shock would 

need to be decreased proportionally to the non-

expired part of the waiting period.”
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LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Life Underwriting Risk Module 

– Disability-morbidity Risk

Added: SCR.7.36. “The increase in disability-

morbidity inception rates should be applied to any 

mortality disability-morbidity rate used in the 

calculation of technical provisions, irrespective of 

the time period to which it refers. The stressed 

disability-morbidity rates should not exceed a value 

of 1.” 

Added: SCR.7.37. “The decrease in disability-

morbidity recovery rates should be applied to any 

disability-morbidity rate used in the calculation of 

technical provisions, irrespective of the time period 

to which it refers. The decrease to recovery rates 

should not be applied to recovery rates with a value 

of 1, as this reflects merely the fact that the benefit 

payments end after a contractually fixed period.”

Added: SCR.7.38. “Where rates of transition 

between several health statuses enter into the 

calculation of technical provision undertakings 

should consider all rates of transition from one 

status to a more severe status as disability and 

morbidity rates, and consequently apply the 

increase in rates irrespective of the current status of 

the policyholder for which a technical provision is 

calculated.”
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LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Life Underwriting Risk Module 

– Lapse Risk

Added in SCR.7.44.: “For the purpose of 

determining the loss in basic own funds of the 

insurance or reinsurance undertaking under the 

lapse stresses, the undertaking shall base the 

calculation on the type of discontinuance which 

most negatively affects the basic own funds of the 

undertaking on a per policy basis.”

SCR.7.45. “(…) However, the resulting increased 

option exercise rates, following the application of 

the instantaneous permanent increase of 50 %, 

shall not be deemed to exceed 100%. The increase 

in option exercise rates shall only apply to those 

relevant options for which the exercise of the option 

would result in an increase of technical provisions 

without the risk margin.”

SCR.7.48. “(…) However, the decrease in option 

exercise rates, following the application of the 

instantaneous permanent decrease of 50 %, shall 

not exceed 20 percentage points. The decrease

in option exercise rates shall only apply to those 

relevant options for which the exercise of the option 

would result in a decrease increase of technical 

provisions without the risk margin.” (correction)

SCR. 7.46. “(…) However, the resulting decreased 

option exercise rates (expressed as percentages), 

following the application of the instantaneous 

permanent decrease of 50 %, shall not be deemed 

to decrease by more than 20 percentage points. 

The decrease in option exercise rates shall only 

apply to those relevant options for which the 

exercise of the option would result in a decrease of 

technical provisions without the risk margin.”

SCR.7.49. “(…) However, the resulting increased 

option exercise rates, following the application of 

the instantaneous permanent increase of 50 %, 

shall not exceed 100%. The increase in option 

exercise rates shall only apply to those relevant 

options for which the exercise of the option would 

result in an increase of technical provisions without 

the risk margin.” (correction)
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LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Life Underwriting Risk Module 

– Lapse Risk

SCR.7.48. “(…)

• the discontinuance of 40% of the insurance 

policies other than those falling within insurance 

policies with a positive surrender strain for non-

retail business. 

• the discontinuance of 70% of the insurance 

policies with a positive surrender strain for non-

retail business. 

• …”

SCR.7.50. “Non-retail business is defined as 

• management of group pension funds, comprising 

the management of investments, and in particular 

the assets representing the reserves of bodies 

that effect payments on death or survival or in the 

event of discontinuance or curtailment of activity 

(Article 2(3)(b)(iii) of the Solvency II Framework 

Directive 2009/138/EC); or 

• the operations referred to in the first bullet point 

where they are accompanied by insurance 

covering either conservation of capital or 

payment of a minimum interest (Article 2(3)(b)(iii) 

and (iv) of the Solvency II Framework Directive 

2009/138/EC) 

which meet the following additional condition: 

• the policyholder is either not a natural

SCR.7.51. “(…)

• the discontinuance of 70% of the insurance 

policies falling within Article 2(3)(b)(iii) and (iv) of 

Directive 2009/138/EC, for which discontinuance 

would result in an increase of technical 

provisions without the risk margin and where the 

policy holder is either: 

‒ not a natural person and discontinuance of the 

policy is not subject to approval by the 

beneficiaries of the pension fund; or 

‒ a natural person acting for the benefit of the 

beneficiaries under those policies, but 

excluding policies in respect of which there is 

a family relationship between that natural 

person and the beneficiaries, and policies 

effected for private estate planning or 

inheritance purposes in circumstances where 

the number of beneficiaries under the policy 

does not exceed 20; 

• the discontinuance of 40% of the insurance 

policies other than those falling within point (a) 

for which discontinuance would result in an 

increase of technical provisions without the risk 

margin. 

• …”
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LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Life Underwriting Risk Module 

– Lapse Risk

(continued)

person; or 

• a natural person acting for the benefit of the 

beneficiaries under those policies, but excluding 

policies in respect of which there is a family 

relationship between that natural person and the 

beneficiaries, and policies effected for private 

estate planning or inheritance purposes in 

circumstances where the number of beneficiaries 

under the policy does not exceed 20.”

Life Underwriting Risk Module 

– Revision Risk

SCR.7.70. “(…) ΔBOF = Change in the net value of 

assets minus liabilities. (…)”

SCR.7.73. “(…) ΔBOF = Change in the value of 

basic own funds (not including changes in the 

risk margin of technical provisions). (…)”

Life Underwriting Risk Module 

– Catastrophe Risk

SCR.7.76. “life CAT shock = Instantaneous increase 

of 0.15 percentage points to the mortality rates 

(expressed as percentages) which are used in the 

calculation of technical provisions to reflect the 

mortality experience in the following 12 months.” 

SCR.7.79. “life CAT shock = Instantaneous increase 

of 0.15 percentage points to the mortality rates 

(expressed as percentages) which are used in the 

calculation of technical provisions to reflect the 

mortality experience in the following 12 months 

(instantaneous shock but not permanent).

The instantaneous increase in mortality rates shall 

only apply to those insurance policies for
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LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Life Underwriting Risk Module 

– Catastrophe Risk

(continued)

which an increase in mortality rates which are

used to reflect the mortality experience in the 

following 12 months leads to an increase in 

technical provisions. The identification of insurance 

policies for which an increase in mortality rates 

leads to an increase in technical provisions without 

the risk margin may be based on the following 

assumptions: 

1. multiple insurance policies in respect of the same 

insured person may be treated as if they were one 

insurance policy; 

2. where the calculation of technical provisions is 

based on groups of policies, the identification of the 

policies for which technical provisions increase 

under an increase of mortality rates may also be 

based on those groups of policies instead of single 

policies, provided that it yields a result which is not 

materially different;”

Health Underwriting Risk 

Module – SLT Health

SCR.8.9. “This sub-module includes annuities 

arising from Non-SLT health contracts like workers’ 

compensation contracts or accident contracts or 

health reinsurance contracts related to the previous 

two types of contracts.” 

SCR.8.9. “This sub-module includes annuities 

arising from Non-SLT health contracts like medical 

expense, income protection and workers’ 

compensation contracts or health reinsurance 

contracts related to the previous two types of 

contracts.”
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LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Health Underwriting Risk 

Module – SLT Health 

disability-morbidity risk

SCR.8.25. “Medical expense reinsurance and 

income protection reinsurance are defined as 

reinsurance relating to medical expense insurance 

and income protection insurance respectively. 

With regard to reinsurance obligations, insurance 

and reinsurance undertakings shall apply these 

changes to their own expenses and, where relevant, 

to the expenses of the ceding undertakings.”

SCR.8.25. “Medical expense reinsurance and 

income protection reinsurance are defined as 

reinsurance relating to medical expense insurance 

and income protection insurance respectively.”

Health Underwriting Risk 

Module – SLT Health 

disability-morbidity risk for 

income protection reinsurance

SCR.8.38. “(…) Considering that the risk in income 

protection (re)insurance depends on the health 

status of the insured person, the SLT Health 

disability/morbidity risk for income protection 

(re)insurance should be treated in a similar manner 

as disability/morbidity risk in the Life underwriting 

risk module.”

(unnumbered) “(…) Considering that the risk in 

income protection (re)insurance depends on the 

health status of the insured person, the SLT Health 

disability/morbidity risk for income protection 

(re)insurance should be treated in a similar manner 

as disability/morbidity risk in the Life underwriting 

risk module. However, the instantaneous decrease 

in morbidity/disability recovery rates as in SCR.7.35. 

shall be replaced by the following two instantaneous 

permanent shocks: 

• a decrease of 20% in morbidity/disability 

recovery rates where those recovery rates used 

in the calculation of technical provisions are 

lower than 50%. 
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Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Health Underwriting Risk 

Module – SLT Health 

disability-morbidity risk for 

income protection reinsurance

(continued)

• a decrease of 20% in morbidity/disability rates 

where those rates used in the calculation of 

technical provisions are equal or lower than 

50%.”

Health Underwriting Risk 

Module – SLT Health expense 

risk

SCR.8.44 “(…)The capital requirement for medical 

expense disability-morbidity risk calculated with the 

simplified calculation should be equal to the 

following: 

𝑆𝐶𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒

=
𝑛

20
+

1 + 𝑖 + 0.01 𝑛 − 1

𝑖 + 0.01
+

1 + 𝑖 𝑛 − 1

𝑖
. 𝐸𝐼

where

(a) EI denotes the amount of expenses incurred in 

servicing life insurance or reinsurance 

obligations other than health insurance and 

reinsurance obligations during the last year;

(b) n denotes the modified duration in years of the 

cash-flows included in the best estimate of those 

obligations;

(c) i denotes the weighted average inflation rate 

included in the calculation of the best estimate 

of those obligations, weighted by the present 

value of expenses included in

SCR.8.44 “(…)The capital requirement for medical 

expense disability-morbidity risk calculated with the 

simplified calculation should be equal to the 

following:

𝑆𝐶𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒

= 0.1 ∙ 𝑛 +
1 + 𝑖 + 0.01 𝑛 − 1

𝑖 + 0.01
+

1 + 𝑖 𝑛 − 1

𝑖
.𝑀𝑃

where: 

(a) MP denotes the amount of medical payments 

incurred in servicing life insurance or 

reinsurance obligations other than health 

insurance and reinsurance obligations during 

the last year; 

(b) n denotes the modified duration in years of the 

cash-flows included in the best estimate of those 

obligations;

(c) i denotes the weighted average inflation
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Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Health Underwriting Risk 

Module – SLT Health expense 

risk

(continued)

the calculation of the best estimate for servicing 

existing life obligations.”

(continued)

rate on medical payments included in the 

calculation of the best estimate of those obligations, 

weighted by the present value of medical 

payments included in the calculation of the best 

estimate for those obligations.”

Health Underwriting Risk 

Module – SLT Health lapse 

risk

SCR.8.50 “(…) “The calculation of 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒
𝑆𝐿𝑇

and 𝑛𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒
𝑆𝐿𝑇 is computed in the same way as in 

the lapse risk sub-module of the life underwriting 

risk module and subject to the same provisions on 

policyholder options, but with the following change 

(…)”

SCR.8.49 “(…) The calculation of 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒
𝑆𝐿𝑇 and 

𝑛𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒
𝑆𝐿𝑇 is computed in the same way as in the 

lapse risk sub-module of the life underwriting risk 

module, including the proposed simplification 

and subject to the same provisions on policyholder 

options, but with the following change for the mass 

lapse sub-module (…)”

Health Underwriting Risk 

Module – Non SLT premium 

and reserve risk

SCR.8.71. “The standard deviation for premium risk 

gross of reinsurance for each segment are

SCR.8.70. “The standard deviation for premium risk 

gross of reinsurance for each segment are 

Segment Standard deviation for 

premium risk 

(gross of reinsurance) 

Medical expense 5%

Income protection 9%

Workers’ compensation 8%

Non-proportional 

health reinsurance 

17%

Segment Standard deviation for 

premium risk 

(gross of reinsurance) 

Medical expense 5%

Income protection 8.5%

Workers’ compensation 8%

Non-proportional 

health reinsurance 

17%
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Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Health Underwriting Risk 

Module – Non SLT premium 

and reserve risk

SCR.8.73. “(…)

“

SCR.8.72. “(…)” (correction)

Health risk equalization 

systems

Added: SCR.8.84. “Health insurance obligations 

subject to a health risk equalization systems 

(hereafter referred to as HRES) shall be identified, 

managed and organized separately from the other 

activities of the insurance undertakings, without any 

possibility of transfer to health insurance obligations 

that are not subject to HRES.”

Health catastrophe risk SCR.8.93. “It should be noted that: 

• Scenarios are applicable to worldwide 

exposures. 

• …”

SCR.8.93. “It should be noted that: 

• Accident concentration and Pandemic scenarios 

are applicable to worldwide exposures, and the 

Mass Accident scenario is applicable to 

exposures in countries listed in Annex M.

• …”

SCR.8.110. “The capital requirement for the 

accident concentration risk sub-module shall be 

equal to the following (…)

where the sum includes all countries c set out in 

Annex M.”

SCR.8.110. “The capital requirement for the 

accident concentration risk sub-module shall be 

equal to the following (…)

where the sum includes all countries c.”
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Health Underwriting Risk 

Module – catastrophe risk –

Accident concentration risk

SCR.8.111. “For all countries the capital 

requirement for accident concentration risk of 

country c shall be equal to the loss in basic own 

funds of insurance and reinsurance undertakings 

that would result from an instantaneous loss of an 

amount that, without deduction of the amounts 

recoverable from reinsurance contracts and special 

purpose vehicles, is calculated as follows (…)

where the sum includes the event types e set out in 

Annex M;”

SCR.8.111. “For all countries the capital 

requirement for accident concentration risk of 

country c shall be equal to the loss in basic own 

funds of insurance and reinsurance undertakings 

that would result from an instantaneous loss of an 

amount that, without deduction of the amounts 

recoverable from reinsurance contracts and special 

purpose vehicles, is calculated as follows (…)

where the sum includes the event types e set out in 

SCR.8.104.”

SCR.8.112. “For all countries, the largest accident 

risk concentration of an insurance or reinsurance 

undertaking in a country c shall be equal to the 

largest number of persons for which the following 

conditions are met: 

(…)

(b) the obligations in relation to each of the persons 

cover at least one of the events set out in Annex M; 

(c) the persons are working in the same building 

which is situated in country c.”

SCR.8.112. “For all countries, the largest accident 

risk concentration of an insurance or reinsurance 

undertaking in a country c shall be equal to the 

largest number of persons for which the following 

conditions are met: 

(…)

(b) the obligations in relation to each of the persons 

cover at least one of the events set out in 

SCR.8.104; 

(c) the persons are working in the same building or 

location of business which is situated in country 

c.”
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Health Underwriting Risk 

Module – catastrophe risk –

Pandemic risk

SCR.8.121. “(…) SCR.8.121. “(…)

Non-Life Underwriting risk 

Module – Premium and 

reserve risk 

SCR.9.9. “Premium risk results from fluctuations in 

the timing, frequency and severity of insured events. 

Premium risk relates to policies to be written 

(including renewals) during the period, and to 

unexpired risks on existing contracts. Premium risk 

includes the risk that premium provisions turn out to 

be insufficient to compensate claims or need to be 

increased.”

Suppressed (probably by mistake)

SCR.9.10. “Premium risk also includes the risk 

resulting from the volatility of expense payments. 

Expense risk can be quite material for some 

segments and should therefore be fully reflected in 

the module calculations. Expense risk is implicitly 

included as part of the premium risk.”

Suppressed (probably by mistake)

Healthcare utilisation 

type h 

𝑯𝒉

Hospitalisation 1%

Consultation with a 

medical practitioner

20%

No formal medical care 

sought

79% (correction)

Healthcare utilisation 

type h 

𝑯𝒉

Hospitalisation 1%

Consultation with a 

medical practitioner

20%

No formal medical care 

sought
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Non-Life Underwriting risk 

Module – Premium and 

reserve risk 

SCR.9.11. “Reserve risk results from fluctuations in 

the timing and amount of claim settlements.” 

Suppressed (probably a mistake)

Non-Life Underwriting risk 

Module – Catastrophe risk 

Added: SCR.9.37. “Where risk mitigation techniques 

meet the requirements set out in subsections 

SCR.11, SCR.12 and SCR.13, their risk-mitigating 

effect should be taken into account in the analysis 

of the scenario.”

Non-Life Underwriting risk 

Module – Catastrophe risk of 

non-proportional property 

reinsurance

SCR.9.105. “The following input information is 

required: 

𝑃𝑁𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦 = Estimate of the premiums to be earned 

by the insurance or reinsurance undertaking for 

each contract that covers the reinsurance 

obligations of line of business 28 as set out in 

Annex K other than non-proportional reinsurance 

obligations relating to insurance obligations 

included in lines of business 9 as set out in Annex 

K; for this purpose premiums shall be gross, without 

deduction of premiums for reinsurance contracts.”

SCR.9.103. “The following input information is 

required: 

𝑃𝑁𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦 = Estimate of the premiums to be earned 

by the insurance or reinsurance undertaking during 

the following 12 months for each contract that 

covers the reinsurance obligations of line of 

business 28 as set out in Annex K other than non-

proportional reinsurance obligations relating to 

insurance obligations included in lines of business 9 

and 21 as set out in Annex K; for this purpose 

premiums shall be gross, without deduction of 

premiums for reinsurance contracts .”
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Non-Life Underwriting risk 

Module – Catastrophe risk of 

non-proportional property 

reinsurance

SCR.9.105. “other than non-proportional 

reinsurance obligations relating to insurance 

obligations included in lines of business 9 as set out 

in Annex K (…)

where (…) and restricted to the regions 5 to 18 set 

out in Annex L.”

SCR.9.105. “other than non-proportional 

reinsurance obligations relating to insurance 

obligations included in lines of business 9 as set out 

in Annex K (…)

where (…) and restricted to the non-European

regions 5 to 18 set out in Annex L.”

Non-Life Underwriting risk 

Module – Man Made 

Catastrophe risk – Liability 

risk

SCR.9.132. “The calculation of the loss in basic own 

funds shall be based on the following assumptions: 

(…)

(c) the losses caused by the ni claims are 

representative for the business of the insurance or 

reinsurance undertaking in liability risk group i and 

sum up to the loss of liability risk group i.” 

SCR.9.130. “The calculation of the loss in basic own 

funds shall be based on the following assumptions: 

(…)”

(assumption c suppressed)

Non-Life Underwriting risk 

Module – Man Made 

Catastrophe risk – Credit risk

SCR.9.135. “The capital requirement for the risk of a 

large credit default shall be equal to the loss in 

basic own funds of insurance and reinsurance 

undertakings that would result from an 

instantaneous default of the two largest credit 

insurance exposures of an insurance or reinsurance 

undertaking (…)”

SCR.9.133. “The capital requirement for the risk of a 

large credit default shall be equal to the loss in 

basic own funds of insurance and reinsurance 

undertakings that would result from an 

instantaneous default of the two largest exposures 

relating to obligations included in the lines of 

business 9 and 21of of an insurance or 

reinsurance undertaking (…)”
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Non-Life Underwriting risk 

Module – Man Made 

Catastrophe risk – Credit risk

SCR.9.137. “The capital requirement for recession 

risk shall be equal to (…)

Where (…)

𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = Instantaneous loss of an amount that, 

without deduction of the amounts

recoverable from reinsurance contracts

and special purpose vehicles, is equal to

100 % of the premiums earned by the

insurance or reinsurance undertaking

during the last 12 months in lines

of business 9 and 21”

SCR.9.135. “The capital requirement for recession 

risk shall be equal to (…)

Where (…)

𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = Instantaneous loss of an amount that, 

without deduction of the amounts

recoverable from reinsurance contracts

and special purpose vehicles, is equal to

100 % of the premiums earned by the

insurance or reinsurance undertaking

during the following 12 months in lines

of business 9 and 21”
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Ring-fenced funds (SCR.10) Small changes in the materiality assessment but nothing particularly striking.

Any ring-fenced fund which arises through the 

operation of EU law is always regarded as material.

Eliminated

SCR 10.3 identification of a ring-fenced fund: No changes except for:

EU law: Elimination of the condition that a risk fenced fund arises in relation to the use of a matching 

adjustment and in relation to the treatment of health risk equalization systems.

Section did not exist SCR.10.10. Deriving the Solvency Capital 

Requirement split by risk module when using the 

Standard Formula
The following principle is proposed to derive the SCR by risk 

module at entity level, when the undertaking has one or several 

ring fenced funds. The principle implies the following 2-step 

calculation in order to identify the effects of non-diversification 

due to the presence of ring fenced funds:

• 1st step: calculate the SCR of the entity “as if there were no 

RFF constraints” (full recognition of diversification effects)

• 2nd step: calculate the difference between the result of 1st 

step and the sum of notional SCRs, and allocate this 

difference between risk modules

As this approach implies possibly complex calculations, the 

effects of non-diversification may be quantified by using one of 

the following simplifications:

• Simplification 1: identify the effects of non-diversification 

between ring fenced funds at the level of each risk module, 

and reallocate these effects between risk modules.

• Simplification 2: identify the effects of non-diversification 

between ring fenced funds at the level of each risk sub-

module, and reallocate these effects between risk modules.
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Financial Risk mitigation 

(SCR.11)

Requirements did not exist Additional conditions for using financial risk mitigation techniques:
• The undertaking has taken all appropriate steps to ensure the effectiveness of the 

arrangement and to address the risks related to that arrangement and is able to 

monitor the effectiveness and the related risks on an ongoing basis

• The contractual arrangements governing the risk-mitigation technique shall ensure 

that the extent of the cover provided by the risk-mitigation technique and the 

transfer of risk is clearly defined and incontrovertible.

• The contractual arrangement shall not result in material basis risk or in the creation 

of other risks. Basis risk is material if it leads to a misstatement of the risk-

mitigating effect on the insurance or reinsurance undertaking's BSCR that could 

influence the decision-making or judgment of the intended user of that information, 

including the supervisory authorities.

• The determination that the contractual arrangements and transfer of risk is legally 

effective and enforceable in all relevant jurisdictions shall be based on (a) whether 

the contractual arrangement is subject to any condition which could undermine the 

effective transfer of risk, the fulfilment of which is outside the direct control of the 

insurance or reinsurance undertaking; (b) whether there are any connected 

transactions which could undermine the effective transfer of risk.

Where a risk mitigation technique 

covers only a part of the next 

twelve months, but a rolling 

hedge programme exists, this 

should be permitted under 

conditions:
• Any additional counterparty risk that 

arises from the rolling over of the 

hedge is reflected in the SCR. 

• Other conditions mentioned are the 

same in Preparatory Phase

Dynamic hedging should not be treated 

as a risk mitigation technique

Criteria for risk mitigation techniques in force for a period of less than 

the next 12 months:
• The replacement of the risk-mitigation technique shall not take place more often 

than every three months

• The replacement of the risk-mitigation technique shall be realistic based on 

replacements undertaken previously by the insurance or reinsurance undertaking 

and consistent with its current business practice and business strategy

• The replacement of the risk-mitigation technique would not be contrary to 

requirements that apply to future management actions set out in section V.1

• Other conditions mentioned are the same in LTGA
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Financial Risk mitigation 

(SCR.11)

Assessment of basis risk:

• Where the assessment of basis risk results in a 

lack of sufficient evidence that the change in value 

of the exposure covered by the risk-mitigation 

technique will mirror at least 90 per cent of the 

change in value of the risk exposure of the 

insurance or reinsurance undertaking, insurance 

and reinsurance undertakings shall consider that 

the risk-mitigation technique has a material basis 

risk.

• Undertakings shall in any case consider a risk-

mitigation technique to have material basis risk 

where the risk-mitigation technique is not listed in 

regulated markets in countries which are 

members of the EEA or the OECD, and does not 

meet the requirements set out in the Community 

regarding risk-mitigation techniques for OTC 

derivatives not cleared by a CCP under the 

Regulation on OTC derivatives, CCPs and Trade 

Repositories [EMIR].

• Other requirements mentioned are the same in 

Preparatory Phase

Assessment of basis risk:

• The materiality of the basis risk shall be 

assessed with reference to the exposure 

covered by the risk-mitigation technique 

and the risk exposure of the insurance or 

reinsurance undertaking, without considering 

other elements of the balance sheet, unless 

any other element keeps a continuous and 

necessary connection with the risk exposure of 

the undertaking,

• The similarity of the nature of the exposures 

shall be assessed taking into account at least 

the type of instruments or arrangements 

involved, their terms and conditions, the rules 

governing the markets where their prices are 

derived, and a comparison with other risk-

mitigation techniques having the same 

nature as the risk exposure of the insurance 

or reinsurance undertaking.

• Other requirements mentioned are the same in 

LTGA
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Financial Risk mitigation 

(SCR.11)

Shared financial risk mitigation techniques which 

provide simultaneous protection to various parties and 

where the activation of one of them means the loss of 

protection (totally or partially) for the rest of parties 

should not be treated as a financial risk mitigation 

technique in the Quantitative Assessment.

Eliminated

Credit Quality of the counterparty: No changes compared to LTGA

Credit derivatives: No changes compared to LTGA

Collateral: No changes compared to LTGA

Segregation of assets: No changes compared to LTGA

Insurance risk mitigation 

(SCR.12)

Did not exist for insurance risk mitigation in LTGA 

(did exist for financial risk mitigation though)

Undertakings should not in their use of risk 

mitigation techniques anticipate the shocks 

considered in the SCR calculation. The SCR is 

intended to capture unexpected risks.
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Insurance risk mitigation 

(SCR.12)

Requirements did not exist Additional conditions for using insurance risk mitigation techniques:
• The undertaking has taken all appropriate steps to ensure the effectiveness of the 

arrangement and to address the risks related to that arrangement and is able to 

monitor the effectiveness and the related risks on an ongoing basis

• The contractual arrangements governing the risk-mitigation technique shall ensure 

that the extent of the cover provided by the risk-mitigation technique and the 

transfer of risk is clearly defined and incontrovertible.

• The contractual arrangement shall not result in material basis risk or in the creation 

of other risks. Basis risk is material if it leads to a misstatement of the risk-

mitigating effect on the insurance or reinsurance undertaking's BSCR that could 

influence the decision-making or judgment of the intended user of that information, 

including the supervisory authorities.

• The determination that the contractual arrangements and transfer of risk is legally 

effective and enforceable in all relevant jurisdictions shall be based on (a) whether 

the contractual arrangement is subject to any condition which could undermine the 

effective transfer of risk, the fulfilment of which is outside the direct control of the 

insurance or reinsurance undertaking; (b) whether there are any connected 

transactions which could undermine the effective transfer of risk.

Did not exist Risk mitigation techniques not in place at the date of reference of the 

solvency assessment should not be allowed to reduce the calculation 

of the SCR with the standard formula.

Criteria for risk mitigation techniques in force for a period of less than 

the next 12 months: The same requirements as for financial risk 

mitigation apply
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Insurance risk mitigation 

(SCR.12)

Basis risk:
• Before allowing for an insurance risk-mitigation technique in 

the calculation of the Solvency Capital Requirement with the 

standard formula, insurance and reinsurance undertakings 

shall identify whether reinsurance or SPV arrangements 

have differences, either in terms or in conditions, 

compared to the insurance policies the undertaking has 

actually written.

• Undertakings shall consider the risk-mitigation technique to 

have material basis risk where … the exposure covered by 

the risk-mitigation technique is expressed in a currency

different than the risk exposure actually held by the 

undertaking, unless the currencies involved are pegged with 

a maximum variation of 5 per cent.

Basis risk:
• Basis risk is material if it leads to a misstatement of the risk-

mitigating effect on the insurance or reinsurance 

undertaking's Basic Solvency Capital Requirement that 

could influence the decision-making or judgment of the 

intended user of that information, including the supervisory 

authorities.

• Undertakings shall consider the risk-mitigation technique to 

have material basis risk where … the exposure covered by 

the risk-mitigation technique is expressed in a currency

different than the risk exposure actually held by the 

undertaking, unless the currencies involved are pegged 

within a sufficiently narrow corridor.

Did not exist Material basis risk resulting from currency risk in 

insurance risk-mitigation techniques: further guidance 

provided on the calculation of the SCR.

Credit quality of the counterparty: no changes compared to LTGA

Simplifications applicable on 

ceding undertakings to 

captive reinsurers (SCR.13)

No changes compared to LTGA
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Solo treatment of 

participations (SCR.14)

Participations by dominant or significant influence 

by taking into account:
• Membership of a mutual undertaking where that 

membership is sufficiently large to be non-homogeneous 

when compared to that of other members

• Other elements mentioned are the same in Preparatory 

Phase

Participations by dominant or significant influence 

by taking into account:
• Membership rights of a mutual or mutual-type undertaking 

and potential increases in such rights

• Management on a unified basis

• Other elements mentioned are the same in LTGA

Strategic participations:
An equity investment is of a strategic nature if the following 

criteria are met:

(i) The value of the equity investment is likely to be materially 

less volatile for the following 12 months than the value of other 

equities over the same period as a result of both the nature of 

the investment and the influence exercised by the participating 

undertaking in the related undertaking.

(ii) the nature of the investment is strategic, taking into account 

all relevant factors, including:

(a) the existence of a clear decisive strategy to continue holding 

the participation for long period

(b) the consistency of the strategy referred to in point (a) with 

the main policies guiding or limiting the actions of the 

undertaking

(c) the participating undertaking’s ability to continue holding the 

participation in the related undertaking

(d) the existence of a durable link

(e) where the insurance or reinsurance participating company is 

part of a group, the consistency of such strategy with the main 

policies guiding or limiting the actions of the group

Strategic participations:
The text from LTGA is no longer retaken but the text of the 

preparatory measures seems to refer to it.

Further guidance provided on how to demonstrate each of the 

elements described in LTGA.

Additional provisions:

• Participating undertakings using the standard formula to 

calculate their SCR should identify strategic participations 

regardless of whether their participation is in another 

insurance or reinsurance undertaking, in a financial and 

credit institution or in any other related undertaking. 

Participating undertakings using an internal model to 

calculate their SCR need to identify strategic participations 

in financial and credit institutions for the purpose of 

assessing whether section SCR.14.4. applies. There are no 

other provisions that require participating undertakings using 

an internal model to apply SCR.14.2.4. for any other 

purpose.

• An undertaking should comply with the demonstration 

requirements of SCR.14.2.4. in relation to the related 

undertaking as a whole. A participating undertaking should 

not divide a participation into different parts, treating 

some as strategic and others not.

No changes to the other elements (share ownership, financial and credit institutions,  regarding 

participations
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MCR.2. Overall MCR 

calculation 

MCR.4 Where an undertaking provides information 

both on its SCR calculated using the standard 

formula and its SCR calculated using a full or partial 

internal model, the MCR should be calculated twice, 

first using the SCR standard formula and second 

using the internal model SCR. 

Eliminated

MCR.6 The values of the 

absolute floor AMCR are 

The values of the absolute floor AMCR are: 

(i) EUR 2 200 000 for non-life insurance 

undertakings, including captive insurance 

undertakings, save in the case where all or 

some of the risks included in one of the classes 

10 to 15 listed in Part A of Annex K31 are 

covered, in which case it should be no less 

than EUR 3 200 000, 

(ii) EUR 3 200 000 for life insurance undertakings, 

including captive insurance undertakings, 

(iii) EUR 3 200 000 for reinsurance undertakings, 

except in the case of captive reinsurance 

undertakings, in which case the Minimum 

Capital Requirement should be no less than 

EUR 1 000 000, 

The values of the absolute floor AMCR are: 

(i) EUR 2 500 000 for non-life insurance 

undertakings, including captive insurance 

undertakings, save in the case where all or 

some of the risks included in one of the classes 

10 to 15 listed in Part A of Annex I of the 

Solvency II Directive 2009/138/EC are covered, 

in which case it should be no less than EUR 3 

700 000 

(ii) EUR 3 700 000 for life insurance undertakings, 

including captive insurance undertakings, 

(iii) EUR 3 600 000 for reinsurance undertakings, 

except in the case of captive reinsurance 

undertakings, in which case the Minimum 

Capital Requirement should be no less than 

EUR 1 200 000, 
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MCR.12 The linear formula 

component for non-life 

insurance and reinsurance 

obligations 

Ps denotes the premiums written for insurance and 

reinsurance obligations in the segment s during the 

last 12 months, after deduction of premiums for 

reinsurance contracts, with a floor equal to zero. 

Ps denotes the premiums written for insurance and 

reinsurance obligations in the segment s during the 

last 12 months, after deduction of premiums for 

reinsurance contracts, with a floor equal to zero; 

where written premiums are the premiums due 

to be received by the undertaking in the period.

Footnote: Applying this definition will therefore 

mean that premiums written e.g. in year 2014 are 

the premiums actually due to be received in year 

2014, regardless of the coverage period.
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Own Funds – OF.1.

Introduction

OF.2. “The Quantitative Assessment will operate on 

the basis of applying Solvency II to all existing items 

of own funds. Full criteria are specified for Tier 1 

items which 

are unrestricted. For the purpose of the 

Assessment a simplified approach has been 

adopted for Restricted Tier 1 and Tier 2 items. The 

criteria for these items are included on the basis of a 

transitional provisions approach reflecting current 

treatment under the Solvency I directives. This is 

because the Quantitative Assessment does not 

need to distinguish between own fund items that 

might be subject to transitional provisions in the 

future and those which might not. For the same 

reason the section on Tier 3 basic own fund items 

does not include criteria for any item other than an 

amount representing net deferred tax assets.” 

OF.1. “ (…) The Quantitative Assessment will 

operate on the basis of applying Solvency II to all 

existing items of own funds. Full criteria are 

specified for all three tiers. In addition to that, 

transitional provisions are included at the end of 

this section. According to these provisions, items 

that are currently eligible as own funds could be 

treated as own funds under Solvency II for the 

purposes of this assessment. However, if existing 

items already fulfill the criteria of Tier 1 or Tier 2 

items as laid down on the following pages, they 

will not qualify for the transitional provisions, 

but would need to be classified to Tier 1 or Tier 2 

directly. This will mostly be the case for Tier 1 

Unrestricted items as listed in OF.3, but there might 

be also hybrid capital that already fulfills e.g. the 

Tier 2 criteria and would thus not require any 

transitional treatment. (…)”

OF.1. Definitions (added)

“ ’Alternative coupon satisfaction mechanism 

(ACSM)’ means a term in the contractual 

arrangements governing an own-fund item that 

negates the obligation to pay a distribution in cash 

by issuing ordinary share capital to the holder of the 

own-fund item instead.
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Own Funds – OF.1.

Introduction

(continued)

‘Principal stock settlement’ means a term in the 

contractual arrangements governing an own-fund 

item that requires the holder of the own-fund item to 

receive ordinary shares in the event that a call is not 

exercised. 

‘Retained earnings’ means the portion of net income 

which is retained by an undertaking that is not 

immediately distributed to shareholders as 

dividends. 

‘Step-up’ means a term in the contractual 

arrangements governing an own-fund item that 

leads to distributions on the item being increased 

after a specified date or event.”

Own Funds – OF.2.1. Tier 1 

Own Funds 

Added: OF.2. Basic own-fund items shall be 

classified in Tier 1 where they are listed in OF.3 and 

display the features set out in OF.9. 
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Own Funds – OF.2.1. Tier 1 

Own Funds 

OF.4. “The part of excess of assets over liabilities, 

valued in accordance with Article 75 and Section 2 

of Chapter VI of Directive 2009/138/EC and section 

1 of this specification, comprising the following basic 

own-funds items is classified as unrestricted Tier 1 

provided that they meet the criteria set out in 

subsection OF.2.2.: 

(i) paid-in ordinary share capital and the related 

share premium account 

(ii) paid-in initial funds, members' contributions or 

the equivalent basic own-fund item for mutual and 

mutual-type undertakings 

(iii) a reconciliation reserve 

(iv) surplus funds that fall under Article 91(2) of 

Directive 2009/138/EC” 

OF.3. “The following basic own-fund items shall be 

classified in Tier 1, where those items display the 

features set out in OF.9: 

(1) the part of the excess of assets over liabilities, 

valued in accordance with Article 75 and Section 2 

of Chapter VI of Directive 2009/138/EC, comprising 

the following items: 

(a) paid-in ordinary share capital and the related 

share premium account; 

(b) paid-in initial funds, members' contributions or 

the equivalent basic own-fund item for mutual and 

mutual-type undertakings; 

(c) paid-in subordinated mutual member accounts; 

(d) surplus funds that are not considered insurance 

and reinsurance liabilities in accordance with Article 

91 (2) of Directive 2009/138/EC; 

(e) paid-in preference shares and the related share 

premium account; 

(f) a reconciliation reserve; 

(2) paid-in subordinated liabilities valued in 

accordance with Article 75 of Directive 

2009/138/EC.”
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OF.5. “Paid-in ordinary share capital can be 

identified by the following properties: 

(…)

OF.6. “Where an undertaking describes more than 

one class of share as ordinary share capital: 

(i) …

(ii) A class of ordinary shares is only classified as 

ordinary share capital provided that it meets all 

relevant criteria, in particular those specified in 

OF.28.-OF.31. 

(…)” 

OF.4. 

“(1) For the purposes of OF.3 (1) (a), paid-in 

ordinary share capital shall be identified by the 

following properties: (…)

Where an undertaking describes more than one 

class of share as ordinary share capital: 

(a) …

(b) A class of ordinary shares is only classified as 

ordinary share capital provided that it meets all 

relevant criteria, in particular those specified in 

OF.9. 

(...)”

OF.7. “The reconciliation reserve referred to in 

OF.4. (iii) equals the total excess of assets over 

liabilities reduced by: 

(i) the amount of own shares held by the insurance 

and reinsurance undertaking 

(ii) the foreseeable dividends and distributions 

(iii) the basic own-fund items included in OF.4. (i), 

(ii) and (iv), OF.39., OF.40. and OF.41.

(iv) the restricted own-fund items that exceed the 

notional Solvency Capital Requirement in the case 

of ring-fenced funds determined in accordance with 

section SCR.10.”

OF.5. “The reconciliation reserve referred to in 

point OF.3 (1) (f) equals the total excess of assets 

over liabilities reduced by: 

(a) the amount of own shares held by the insurance 

and reinsurance undertaking; 

(b) any foreseeable dividends, distributions and 

charges; 

(c) the basic own-fund items included in points (a) 

to (e) of OF.3 (1), OF.18 (1) and OF.25 (1); 

(d) the restricted own-fund items that 

(i) exceed the notional Solvency Capital 

Requirement in the case of matching
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adjustment portfolios and in the case of ring-

fenced funds determined in accordance with 

Article RFFOF2(1); 

(ii) that are excluded in accordance with 

RFFOF2(2); 

(e) the amount of participations held in financial 

and credit institutions as referred to in Article 

92(2) of Directive 2009/138/EC deducted in 

accordance with SCR.14.5 to the extent that this 

is not already included in points (a) to (d).”

OF.8. “The reconciliation reserve includes the 

amount of the excess of assets over liabilities that 

corresponds to the expected profit included in future 

premiums, to the extent that this is not already 

included in OF.7. (iii).”

OF.6. “The excess of assets over liabilities referred 

to in OF.5 includes the amount that corresponds to 

the expected profit included in future premiums.”

OF.9. “The determination of whether, and to what 

extent, the reconciliation reserve meets the criteria 

for classification as unrestricted Tier 1 does not 

assess the permanent availability and subordination 

of the assets and liabilities that are included in 

computing the excess of assets over liabilities or the 

underlying items in the undertakings' financial 

statements.”

OF.7. “The determination of whether, and to what 

extent, the reconciliation reserve displays the 

features set out in section OF.9 shall not assess the 

features of the assets and liabilities that are 

included in computing the excess of assets over 

liabilities or the underlying items in the undertakings' 

financial statements.”
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OF.10. Own shares held by the undertaking include 

direct and indirect holdings. 

OF.11 (…).

OF.12 (…).

OF.8. 

“(1) For the purposes of OF.5 (1) (a), own shares 

held by the undertaking shall include direct and 

indirect holdings. 

(2) For the purposes OF.5 (1) (b), foreseeable 

dividends and distributions shall fulfil the 

following criteria: 

(…)”

OF.13. “The criteria for classification as unrestricted 

Tier 1 are as follows: 

Subordination

OF.14. In the case of an item referred to in OF.4. (i) 

and (ii), the basic own-fund item ranks after all other 

claims in the event of winding-up proceedings 

regarding the insurance or reinsurance 

undertaking.”

OF.9. 

“The basic own-fund items listed in OF.3 shall 

display the following features in order to be 

classified in Tier 1. 

The own-fund items listed in OF.3 (1) (a), (b), (d) 

shall be assessed against the following features. 

The other items listed in OF.3 may fall under the 

transitional provisions as set out in section 4 

(OF.40 and OF.41). 

Subordination 

(a) the basic own-fund item: 

(i) in the case of items referred to in points (a) and 

(b) of Article OF.3(1), ranks after all other claims in 

the event of winding-up proceedings
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regarding the insurance or reinsurance undertaking; 

(ii) in the case of items referred to in points (1) (c), 

(e) and (2) of Article OF.3, ranks to the same 

degree as, or ahead of, the items referred to in 

points (a) and (b) of Article OF.3(1), but after items 

listed in OF.18 and OF.25 that display the features 

set out in OF.20 and OF.26 respectively and after 

the claims of all policy holders and beneficiaries and 

non-subordinated creditors;”

Absence of features causing or accelerating 

insolvency 

OF.15. (…)

OF.16. “This criterion is fulfilled if the following 

requirements are met: 

(i) The holder of the instrument is not in a position to 

petition for the insolvency of the issuer in the event 

of distributions not being made. 

(ii) The item is not treated as a liability for a 

determination that the liabilities of an undertaking 

exceed its assets, where such a

Absence of features causing or accelerating 

insolvency 

(b) …

“In the case of an item referred to in OF.3(1) (a), (b) 

and (d) features which may cause the insolvency of 

the insurance or reinsurance undertaking or 

accelerate the process of the undertaking becoming 

insolvent include:

• The holder of the security relating to an own-fund 

item is in a position to petition for the insolvency 

of the issuer in the event of distributions not 

being made; 
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determination constitutes a test of insolvency under 

applicable national legislation. 

(iii) The holder of the instrument is not, as a result of 

a distribution being cancelled, granted any ability to 

cause full or partial payment of the amount invested, 

or to demand penalties or any other compensation 

payments that could result in a decrease of own 

funds.”

(continued)

• The item is treated as a liability where a 

determination that the liabilities of an undertaking 

exceed its assets constitutes a test of insolvency 

under applicable national law; 

• The holder of the security relating to an own-fund 

item may, as a result of a distribution being 

cancelled, be granted the ability to cause full or 

partial payment of the amount invested, or to 

demand penalties or any other compensation 

that could result in a decrease of own funds. 

In the case of an item referred to in OF.3 (1) (c), (1) 

(e) and (2), features which may cause the 

insolvency of the insurance or reinsurance 

undertaking or accelerate the process of the 

undertaking becoming insolvent include: 

• The holder of the security relating to an own-fund 

item is in a position to petition for the insolvency 

of the issuer in the event of distributions not 

being made; 

• The item is treated as a liability where a 

determination that the liabilities of an undertaking 

exceed its assets constitutes a test of insolvency 

under applicable national law; 
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• The terms of the contractual arrangement 

governing the own-fund item could prevent the 

undertaking from continuing to do business as a 

going concern in the best interests of the 

policyholders, other beneficiaries and senior 

creditors in priority to the interests of the holders 

of the security, by specifying circumstances or 

conditions which if met would require the 

initiation of insolvency or any other procedure 

which would prejudice the continuance of the 

undertaking or its business as a going concern; 

• The holder of the security relating to an own-fund 

item may, as a result of a distribution being 

cancelled, be granted the ability to cause full or 

partial payment of the amount invested, or to 

demand penalties or any other compensation 

that could result in a decrease of own funds. 

Immediate availability to absorb losses 

OF.17. “The basic own-fund item is immediately 

available to absorb losses.” 

OF.18. “This criterion is fulfilled only if the basic 

own-fund item is paid in and there are no

Immediate availability to absorb losses 

“(c) the basic own-fund item is immediately 

available to absorb losses; 

(d) the basic own-fund item absorbs losses at least 

once there is non-compliance with the
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conditions or contingences in respect of its ability to 

absorb losses.” 

(continued)

Solvency Capital Requirement and does not hinder 

the recapitalisation of the insurance or reinsurance 

undertaking; 

The own-fund item is immediately available to 

absorb losses, if 

(i) The terms of the contractual arrangement 

governing the own-fund item do not include any 

terms which prevent or act as a disincentive to new 

own funds being raised. 

(ii) The terms of the contractual arrangement do not 

require that any own funds arising from a new or 

increased own-fund item improve or maintain the 

position of existing holders of an original item; 

(iii) The terms of the contractual arrangement 

governing the own-fund item do not include terms 

that prevent distributions on other own-fund items; 

(iv) The terms of the item, or any connected 

arrangement, do not provide that: 

• any new own funds items raised by the 

undertaking are junior to that item in conditions of 

stress or other circumstances where additional 

own funds may be needed,
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or 

• the item is subject to an automatic conversion 

into a more senior item in terms of subordination, 

in conditions of stress, other circumstances 

where own funds may be needed or structural 

change including a merger or acquisition.”

Loss absorbency at non-compliance with SCR and 

absence of hindrances to recapitalization

OF.19. “The basic own-fund item absorbs losses at 

least once there is non-compliance with the 

Solvency Capital Requirement, or with the Minimum 

Capital Requirement in the event that non-

compliance with the Minimum Capital Requirement 

occurs before non-compliance with the Solvency 

Capital Requirement, and does not hinder the 

recapitalisation of the insurance or reinsurance 

undertaking.”

Principal loss absorbency 

“(d)bis the basic own-fund item, in the case of items 

referred to in points (1)(c), (e) and (2) of OF.3, 

possesses one of the following principal loss 

absorbency mechanisms to be triggered at the 

trigger event specified in OF.12: 

(i) the nominal or principal amount of the basic own-

fund item is written down as set out below; 

(ii) the basic own-fund item automatically converts 

into a basic own-fund item listed in points (a) or (b) 

of OF.3 (1) as set out below; or 

(iii) a principal loss absorbency mechanism that 

achieves an equivalent outcome to the principal loss 

absorbency mechanisms set out in points (i) or (ii); 
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For the purposes of (i), the nominal or principal 

amount of the basic own-fund item shall be written 

down in such a way that all of the following are 

reduced: 

• the claim of the holder of that item in the event of 

winding-up proceedings; 

• the amount required to be paid on repayment or 

redemption of that item; 

• the distributions paid on that item. 

For the purposes of (ii), the provisions governing the 

conversion to the basic own-fund item listed in 

points (a) or (b) of OF.3 (1) shall specify either of 

the following: 

• the rate of conversion and a limit on the permitted 

amount of conversion; 

• a range within which the instruments will convert 

into the basic own funds item listed in points (a) 

or (b) of OF.3 (1).”
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Maturity

OF.20. “In the case of an item referred to in OF.4. (i) 

and (ii), the basic own-fund item is undated or, 

where the insurance or reinsurance undertaking has 

a fixed maturity, is of the same maturity as the 

undertaking. 

OF.21. “The basic own-fund item fulfils the criterion 

provided that it is not repayable except in a winding-

up, setting aside repayment or redemption or other 

means of reducing own funds in a manner that is 

allowable under national legislation.” 

OF.22. “The exchange or conversion of a basic 

own-fund item into another Tier 1 basic own-fund 

item or the repayment or redemption of a Tier 1 

own-fund item out of the proceeds of a new basic 

own-fund item of at least the same quality is not 

deemed to be a repayment or redemption. The 

exchange, conversion, repayment or redemption is 

subject to the approval of the supervisory authority.” 

Duration 

“(e) the basic own-fund item: 

(i) in the case of items referred to in points (a) and 

(b) of OF.3 (1), is undated or, where the insurance 

or reinsurance undertaking has a fixed maturity, is 

of the same maturity as the undertaking; 

(ii) in the case of items referred to in points (1) (c), 

(e) and (2) of OF.3, is undated; the first contractual 

opportunity to repay or redeem the basic own-fund 

item does not occur before 5 years from the date of 

issuance; 

For the purposes of (ii): The item does not include a 

contractual term providing for a call option prior to 5 

years from the date of issuance, including call 

options predicated on unforeseen changes, outside 

the control of the undertaking, related to the 

treatment of an owns fund item. Subject to all 

relevant criteria being met and to prior supervisory 

approval, arrangements predicated on unforeseen 

changes, which are outside the control of the 

undertaking, that would give rise to transactions or 

arrangements which are not deemed to be 

repayment or redemption shall be permitted.” 
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Discretion on repayment or redemption and 

absence of incentives to redeem 

OF.23. “The basic own-fund item, in the case of an 

item referred to in OF.4. (i) and (ii), is only repayable 

or redeemable at the option of the insurance or 

reinsurance undertaking and does not include any 

incentives to repay or redeem that item.” 

OF.24. “Incentives to redeem are features included 

in basic own-fund items that increase the likelihood 

that an insurance or reinsurance undertaking will 

repay or redeem that basic own-fund item where it 

has the option to do so. The repayment or 

redemption of the basic own-fund item is subject to 

prior supervisory approval.” 

Repayment or redemption and absence of 

incentives to redeem 

“(e)bis a basic own-fund item referred to in points 

(1) (c), (e) and (2) of OF.3 may only allow for 

repayment or redemption of that item between 5 

and 10 years after the date of issuance where the 

undertaking's Solvency Capital Requirement is 

exceeded by an appropriate margin taking into 

account the solvency position of the undertaking 

including the undertaking's medium-term capital 

management plan. 

(f) the basic own-fund item, in the case of items 

referred to in points (1) (a), (b), (c), (e) and (2) of 

OF.3, is only repayable or redeemable at the option 

of the insurance or reinsurance undertaking and the 

repayment or redemption of the basic own-fund item 

is subject to prior supervisory approval; 

For this purpose: 

(i) The terms of the item or any associated 

arrangement do not provide for any incentive to 

redeem as set out in section OF.31. 

(ii) Redemption is permissible at the discretion
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of the undertaking, but the undertaking does nothing 

to create an expectation at issuance that the item 

will be redeemed or cancelled nor do the 

contractual terms governing the own-fund item 

contain any term which might give rise to such an 

expectation, other than the inclusion of a contractual 

maturity, for a dated instrument, which is itself 

suspended on non-compliance with the Solvency 

Capital Requirement. 

(iii) The item shall be treated as repaid or redeemed 

with effect from the date of notice to holders of the 

item or the date of supervisory approval, if no notice 

is required, and shall be excluded from own funds 

as at that date. 

(f)bis the basic own-fund item, in the case of items 

referred to in points (1) (a), (b), (c), (e) and (2) of 

OF.3, does not include any incentives to repay or 

redeem that item that increase the likelihood that an 

insurance or reinsurance undertaking will repay or 

redeem that basic own-fund item where it has the 

option to do so” 
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Suspension of repayment or redemption in case of 

non-compliance with the SCR 

OF.25. “The basic own-fund item, in the case of an 

item referred to in OF.4. (i) and (ii), provides for the 

suspension of repayment or redemption of that item 

in the event that there is non-compliance with the 

Solvency Capital Requirement or repayment or 

redemption would lead to such non-compliance until 

the undertaking complies with the Solvency Capital 

Requirement and the repayment or redemption 

would not lead to non-compliance with the Solvency 

Capital Requirement.” 

Suspension of repayment or redemption in case of 

non-compliance with the SCR

(g) the basic own-fund item, in the case of items 

referred to in points (1) (a), (b), (c), (e) and (2) of 

OF.3, provides for the suspension of repayment or 

redemption of that item in the event that there is 

non-compliance with the Solvency Capital 

Requirement or repayment or redemption would 

lead to such non-compliance until the undertaking 

complies with the Solvency Capital Requirement 

and the repayment or redemption would not lead to 

non-compliance with the Solvency Capital 

Requirement; 

(g)bis notwithstanding point (g), the basic own-fund 

item may only allow for repayment or redemption of 

that item in the event that there is non-compliance 

with the Solvency Capital Requirement or 

repayment or redemption would lead to such non-

compliance, where the following conditions are met: 

(i) the supervisory authority has exceptionally 

waived the suspension of repayment or redemption 

of that item;
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(ii) the item is exchanged for or converted into 

another Tier 1 own-fund item of at least the same 

quality; 

(iii) the Minimum Capital Requirement is complied 

with after the repayment or redemption. 

Cancellation of distributions in case of non-

compliance with the SCR

OF.26. “The basic own-fund item, in the case of an 

item referred to in OF.4. (i) and (ii), allows for the 

distributions in relation to that item to be cancelled, 

either under the legal or contractual arrangements 

governing the item or under national legislation, in 

the event that there is non-compliance with the 

Solvency Capital Requirement or the distribution 

would lead to such non-compliance until the 

undertaking complies with the Solvency Capital 

Requirement and the distribution would not lead to 

non-compliance with the Solvency Capital 

Requirement.” 

Cancellation of distributions in case of non-

compliance with the SCR

“(h) the basic own-fund item: 

(i) in the case of items referred to in points (1) (a) 

and (b) of OF.3, either the legal or contractual 

arrangements governing the item or national 

legislation allow for the distributions in relation to 

that item to be cancelled in the event that there is 

non-compliance with the Solvency Capital 

Requirement or the distribution would lead to such 

non-compliance until the undertaking complies with 

the Solvency Capital Requirement and the 

distribution would not lead to non-compliance with 

the Solvency Capital Requirement; 

(ii) in the case of items referred to in points (1) 
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OF.27. “Undertakings may deem the criterion to be 

met on the basis that changes to national legislation 

or the legal or contractual arrangements will be 

made prior to the coming into force of Solvency II.”

(continued)

(c), (e) and (2) of OF.3 the terms of the contractual 

arrangement governing the own-fund item provide 

for the cancellation of distributions in relation to that 

item in the event that there is non-compliance with 

the Solvency Capital Requirement or the distribution 

would lead to such non-compliance until the 

undertaking complies with the Solvency Capital 

Requirement and the distribution would not lead to 

non-compliance with the Solvency Capital 

Requirement; 

(h)bis notwithstanding point (h), the basic own-fund 

item may only allow for a distribution to be made in 

the event that there is non-compliance with the 

Solvency Capital Requirement or the distribution on 

a basic-own-fund item would lead to such non-

compliance, where the following conditions are met: 

(i) the supervisory authority has exceptionally 

waived the cancellation of distributions; 

(ii) the distribution does not further weaken the 

solvency position of the insurance or reinsurance 

undertaking; 

(iii) the Minimum Capital Requirement is complied 

with after the distribution is made. 
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For this purpose: 

• an alternative coupon satisfaction mechanism 

may only be included in the terms of the 

contractual arrangement governing the own-fund 

item where the mechanism provides for 

distributions to be settled through the issue of 

ordinary share capital; 

• an alternative coupon satisfaction mechanism 

may only be included if it achieves the same 

economic result as the cancellation of the 

distribution and there is no decrease in own 

funds; 

• any distributions under the alternative coupon 

satisfaction mechanism must occur as soon as 

permitted using unissued ordinary share capital 

which has already been approved or authorised 

under national law or under the statutes of the 

undertaking; 

• the alternative coupon satisfaction mechanism 

may not use own shares held as a result of 

repurchase; and 

• the terms of the contractual arrangement 

governing the own-fund item:
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• provide for the operation of any alternative 

coupon satisfaction mechanism to be subject to 

an exceptional waiver from the supervisory 

authority under (h)bis (i) of this section on each 

occasion that coupon cancellation is required; 

• state that the waiver is intended to operate on 

an exceptional basis, and 

• do not oblige the undertaking to operate the 

alternative coupon satisfaction mechanism.” 

Full discretion over distributions

OF.28. “Notwithstanding OF.26.-OF.27., in the case 

of an item referred to in OF.4. (i) and (ii), the 

insurance or reinsurance undertaking has full 

flexibility over the distributions on the basic own-

fund item” 

OF.29. “Full flexibility over the distributions means 

that:

(i) there are no preferential distributions and where 

relevant, the terms of the contractual arrangement 

governing the own-fund item do not provide 

preferential rights to the payment of distributions. 

Full discretion over distributions

“(i) notwithstanding point (h), the basic own-fund 

item, in the case of items referred to in points (1) 

(a), (b), (c), (e) and (2) of OF.3, provides the 

insurance or reinsurance undertaking with full 

flexibility over the distributions on the basic own-

fund item;

Full flexibility over the distributions, in the case of 

basic own-fund items referred to in points (1) (a) 

and (b) of OF.3, shall mean that:

(i) there is no preferential distribution treatment 

regarding the order of distribution payments and the 

terms of the contractual arrangement
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(ii) distributions are paid out of distributable items. 

(iii) the level of distributions is not legally or 

contractually pre-defined. 

(iv) there is no obligation for an insurance or 

reinsurance undertaking to make distributions. 

(v) non payment of distributions does not constitute 

an event of default of the insurance or reinsurance 

undertaking. 

(vi) The level of distributions is not in any way tied 

or linked to the amount paid in at issuance and is 

not subject to a cap and there is no preference as to 

distribution of income or capital which would lead to 

it being legally or contractually pre-defined. 

(vii) The terms of the contractual arrangement 

governing the own-fund item do not require a 

distribution to be made in the event of a distribution 

being made on any other instrument issued by the 

undertaking.”

OF.30. “Distributable items consist of retained 

earnings, including profit for the year ended prior to 

the year of distribution, and distributable

(continued)

governing the own-fund item do not provide 

preferential rights to the payment of distributions;

(ii) distributions are paid out of distributable items;

(iii) the level of distributions is not determined on the 

basis of the amount for which the own-fund item 

was purchased at issuance and there is no cap or 

other restriction on the maximum level of 

distribution;

(iv) there is no obligation for an insurance or 

reinsurance undertaking to make distributions;

(v) non-payment of distributions does not constitute 

an event of default of the insurance or reinsurance 

undertaking;

(vi) the cancellation of distributions imposes no 

restrictions on insurance or reinsurance 

undertaking.

Full flexibility over the distributions, in the case of 

basic own-fund items referred to in points (1) (c), (e) 

and (2) of OF.3, shall mean that:

(i) distributions are paid out of distributable items;
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Own Funds – OF.2.1. Tier 1 

Own Funds 

(continued)

reserves as defined under national legislation or the 

statutes of the undertaking. Retained earnings are 

the portion of net income which is retained by an 

undertaking that is not immediately distributed to 

shareholders as dividends. The undertaking has to 

deduct any interim net loss for the current financial 

year from retained earnings in arriving at 

distributable items.” 

OF.31. “The amount of distributable items is 

determined on the basis of the individual accounts 

of the undertaking and not on the basis of 

consolidated accounts. If national legislation 

imposes a further restriction on an undertaking’s 

distributable items by reference to consolidated 

accounts, this has also to be included in the 

determination of the undertaking’s distributable 

items. 

The terms of the contractual arrangement governing 

the own-fund item do not require a distribution to be 

made in the event of a distribution being made on 

any other instrument issued by the undertaking.” 

(continued)

(ii) insurance and reinsurance undertakings have 

full discretion at all times to cancel distributions in 

relation to the own-fund item for an unlimited period

and on a non-cumulative basis and the institution 

may use the cancelled payments without restriction 

to meet its obligations as they fall due;

(iii) there is no obligation to substitute the 

distribution by a payment in any other form;

(iv) there is no obligation to make distributions in the 

event of a distribution being made on another own-

fund item;

(v) non payment of distributions does not constitute 

an event of default of the insurance or reinsurance 

undertaking;

(vi) the cancellation of distributions imposes no 

restrictions on the insurance or reinsurance 

undertaking.

The terms of the contractual arrangement governing 

the own-fund item:

• do not require distributions to be made on the 

items in the event of a distribution being made on 

any other security relating to an own-fund item 

issued by the undertaking;
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Own Funds – OF.2.1. Tier 1 

Own Funds 

(continued)

• do not require the payment of distributions to be 

cancelled or prevented on any other item of the 

undertaking in the event that no distribution is 

made in respect of the item; and

• do not provide for the linking of the payment of 

distributions to any other event or transaction 

which has the same economic effect as in the 

first or second bullet point above.”

Absence of encumbrances 

OF.32. “The basic own-fund item is free from 

encumbrances and is not connected with any other 

transaction, which when considered with the basic 

own-fund item, could result in that basic own-fund 

item not satisfying the requirements set out in 

Article 94(1) of Directive 2009/138/EC.” 

Absence of encumbrances

“(j) the basic own-fund item is free from 

encumbrances and is not connected with any other 

transaction, which when considered with the basic 

own-fund item, could result in that basic own-fund 

item not satisfying the requirements set out in 

OF.9.”
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Own Funds – OF.2.1. Tier 1 

Own Funds 

Added

OF.10. Exchange or conversion and repayment

OF.11. Loss absorbency

OF.12. Non-compliance with the Solvency Capital 

Requirement 

OF.13. “For the purposes of points (d), (g) and (h) of 

OF.9…”

OF.14. “For the purposes of OF.9 (i) and in the case 

of an item referred to in OF.3 (1) (a) and (b),…”

OF.15. Principal loss absorbency mechanism

OF.16. Principal loss absorbency mechanism

OF.39. Restricted Tier 1 Basic own-funds Suppressed
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Own Funds – OF.2.2. Tier 2 

Basic Own Funds 

OF.40. “A basic own-fund item that could be used to 

meet the available solvency margin up to 25 % of 

the solvency margin according to the laws, 

regulations and administrative provisions which are 

adopted pursuant to Article 16(3) of Directive 

73/239/EEC, Article 1 of Directive 2002/13/EC, 

Article 27(3) of Directive 2002/83/EC and Article 

36(3) of Directive 2005/68/EC and is not classified 

as unrestricted or restricted Tier 1 is classified as 

Tier 2.” 

OF.17. “Basic own-fund items shall be classified in 

Tier 2 where they are listed in OF.18 and display 

the features set out in OF.20.” 

OF.18. “The following basic own-fund items shall be 

classified in Tier 2, where those items display the 

features set out in section OF.20. 

(1) the part excess of assets over liabilities, valued 

in accordance with Article 75 and Section 2 of 

Chapter VI of Directive 2009/138/EC, comprising 

the following items: 

(a) ordinary share capital and the related share 

premium account; 

(b) initial funds, members' contributions or the 

equivalent basic own-fund item for mutual and 

mutual-type undertakings; 

(c) subordinated mutual member accounts; 

(d) preference shares and the related share 

premium account; 

(2) Subordinated liabilities valued in accordance 

with Article 75 of Directive 2009/138/EC.” 
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Own Funds – OF.2.2. Tier 2 

Basic Own Funds 

Added

OF.19. Time period between call and payment for 

unpaid share capital or members’ contributions

OF.20. “The basic own-fund items listed in OF.18 

shall display the following features in order to be 

classified as Tier 2. 

(…)

Subordination

(…)

Absence of features causing or accelerating

insolvency

(…)

Duration

(…)

Discretion on repayment or redemption and 

incentives to redeem

(…) 

Suspension of repayment or redemption in case of 

non-compliance with the SCR 

(…)

Deferral of distributions in case of non-compliance 

with the SCR

(…)
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Own Funds – OF.2.2. Tier 2 

Basic Own Funds 

(continued)

Absence of encumbrances

(…)

Grading down

(…)”

Added

OF.21. Exchange or conversion and repayment

OF.22. Specificities

OF.23. Specificities

Own Funds – OF.2.3. Tier 3 

Basic own funds 

OF.41. The part excess of assets over liabilities, 

valued in accordance with Article 75 and Section 2 

of Chapter VI of Directive 2009/138/EC, comprising 

an amount equal to the value of net deferred tax 

assets is classified as Tier 3 basic own-fund 

provided the following criteria are met: 

(i) The basic own-fund item does not include 

features which may cause the insolvency of the 

insurance or reinsurance undertaking or may 

accelerate the process of the undertaking becoming 

insolvent. 

(ii) The basic own-fund item is free from 

encumbrances and is not connected with any other 

transaction, which when considered with

OF.24. “Any basic own-fund items which do not fall 

under OF.3 or OF.18 shall be classified in Tier 3.” 

OF.25. “The following basic own-fund items shall be 

classified in Tier 3, where those items display the 

features set out in OF.26: 

(1) the part of the excess of assets over liabilities, 

valued in accordance with Article 75 and Section 2 

of Chapter VI of Directive 2009/138/EC, comprising 

the following items: 

(a) subordinated mutual member accounts; 

(b) preference shares and the related share 

premium account; 

(c) an amount equal to the value of net deferred
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Own Funds – OF.2.3. Tier 3 

Basic own funds 

(continued)

the subordinated liability, could undermine the 

features that the item is required to possess in 

accordance with OF.41. 

OF.42. If the undertaking thinks that any other item 

would qualify as Tier 3 basic own funds under 

Solvency II it can provide the amount together with 

an explanation why the item should be treated as 

Tier 3 basic own funds. These would have to be 

items that are not already covered by the 

grandfathering provisions in OF.39. and OF.40.” 

(continued)

tax assets; 

(2) subordinated liabilities valued in accordance 

with Article 75 of Directive 2009/138/EC.” 

Added

OF.26. “The basic own-fund items listed in OF.25 

shall display the following features in order to be 

classified as Tier 3. 

Own-fund items may classify under the transitional 

provisions as set out in OF.4, in which case an 

assessment against the following criteria is not 

needed.

(…)

Subordination

(…)

Absence of features causing or accelerating

insolvency
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Own Funds – OF.2.3. Tier 3 

Basic own funds 

(continued)

(…)

Duration

(…)

Discretion on repayment or redemption and 

incentives to redeem

(…) 

Suspension of repayment or redemption in case of 

non-compliance with the SCR 

(…)

Deferral of distributions in case of non-compliance 

with the SCR

(…)

Absence of encumbrances

(…)

” 

Added

OF.27. Exchange or conversion and repayment

OF.28. Specificities

OF.29. Specificities
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Own Funds – OF.2.4. 

Encumbrance and Incentives 

to Redeem - Encumbrances

OF.33. (…)

OF.34. (…)

OF.30. “For the purposes of OF.9 (j), OF.20 (g) 

and OF.26 (g): 

(…)”

Own Funds – OF.2.4. 

Encumbrance and Incentives 

to Redeem – Incentives to 

redeem

Added: OF.31.

“(1) For the purposes of OF.9 (f), OF.20 (d) and 

OF.26 (d), undertakings shall consider incentives to 

redeem that are not limited as not permitted in any 

tier. 

(2) Incentives to redeem that are not limited include: 

(…)”

Own Funds – OF.2.5. Tier 2 

Ancillary Own Funds

OF.43. to OF.48. 

“…LTGA…”

OF.32. to OF.37. No change but the following

“…stress tests…”

Own Funds – OF.2.6. Tier 3 

Ancillary Own Funds

OF.49. and OF.50.

“…LTGA…”

OF.38. and OF.39. No change but the following

“…stress tests…”

Own Funds – OF.3. Items not 

on the list

Added

Own Funds – OF.4.

Transitional Measure

Added

OF.40. Transitional measures – Classification of 

items in Tier 1 
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Own Funds – OF.4.

Transitional Measure

Added

OF.41. Transitional measures – Classification of 

items in Tier 2

Own Funds – OF.5. Eligibility 

of own funds

OF.51. “To meet the Solvency Capital Requirement: 

(i) the proportion of Tier 1 items must be at least 

50% of the SCR; 

(ii) the amount of Tier 3 items must be less than 

15% of the SCR.” 

OF.52. “Tier 2 items are eligible for covering the 

Solvency Capital Requirement as long as their 

amount is less than 50% of the SCR subject to the 

provision that the amount of eligible Tier 2 items 

plus the amount of eligible Tier 3 items is less than 

50% of the SCR.” 

OF.53. “Tier 3 items are eligible for covering the 

SCR as long as their amount is less than 15% of the 

SCR subject to the provision that the amount of 

eligible Tier 2 items plus the amount of eligible Tier 

3 items is less than 50% of the SCR.”

OF.42. “As far as compliance with the Solvency 

Capital Requirement is concerned: 

(a) the eligible amount of Tier 1 items shall be at 

least one half of the Solvency Capital Requirement; 

(b) the eligible amount of Tier 3 items shall be less 

than 15 % of the Solvency Capital Requirement. 

(c) the sum of the eligible amounts of Tier 2 and Tier 

3 items shall not exceed 50 % of the Solvency 

Capital Requirement.”

OF.43. “As far as compliance with the Minimum 

Capital Requirements is concerned, the eligible 

amount of Tier 1 items shall be at least 80 % of the 

Minimum Capital Requirement.” 

OF.44. “Within the limit referred to OF.422 (a) and 

OF.433, the sum of the following basic own-fund 

items (restricted Tier 1 items) shall make up less 

than 20 % of the total amount of Tier 1 items:
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Own Funds – OF.5. Eligibility 

of own funds

(continued)

OF.54. “To meet the Minimum Capital Requirement 

only Tier 1 items and Tier 2 basic own funds items 

are eligible. At least 80% of the MCR has to be met 

by Tier 1 items. Tier 2 items are eligible as long as 

their amount is not greater than 20 % of the MCR. 

Tier 3 basic own fund items and ancillary own funds 

items are not eligible for covering the MCR.” 

OF.55. “Undertakings should note that for 

composites a notional MCR applies in respect of 

each of the life and non-life activities of an 

undertaking and that the basic own funds covering 

each of these must be identified.”

OF.56. “All unrestricted Tier 1 items are eligible to 

cover the SCR and the MCR. Within the limits 

above, restricted Tier 1 items have to be less than 

20% of total Tier 1 own funds. Restricted Tier 1 

items in excess of the 20% limit are available as 

Tier 2 basic own funds.”

OF.57. “An insurance or reinsurance undertaking 

may include in a lower tier of own-

(continued)

(a) items referred to in point (1) (c) of OF.3; 

(b) items referred to in point (1) (e) of OF.3; 

(c) items referred to in point (2) of OF.3; 

(d) items that are included in Tier 1 basic own funds 

under the transitional arrangements set out in 

OF.400 and OF.411.” 
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Own Funds – OF.5. Eligibility 

of own funds

(continued)

funds an item which would have been eligible to be 

included in a higher tier of own-funds which 

exceeded the limits for the higher tier item. Where 

an own-funds item is included in a tier of own-funds 

that item may not at the same time be included in 

another tier.”
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G.1.1. Description of the 

methods

N/A For the purpose of the stress test exercise, groups 

in the Internal Model pre application process should 

report the solvency capital requirements on the 

basis of the Standard Formula, but they are 

welcome to send also the IM results on a voluntary 

basis.

The Deduction & Aggregation method (Method 2) or 

a combination of methods is possible when: 

…

b) where a group internal model, is used for the 

calculation of the group Solvency Capital 

Requirement, a related undertaking is not covered 

by that group internal model; for this purpose, the 

group supervisor shall consider whether the risks 

that are not captured in the group internal model are 

material in relation to the overall risk profile of the 

group;

…

The Deduction & Aggregation method (Method 2) or 

a combination of methods is possible when:

…

(c) for the purpose of paragraph (b), the risks that 

are not captured in the group internal model are 

immaterial in relation to the overall risk profile of the 

group;

…
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G.1.1. Description of the 

methods

N/A Added to the cases when the Deduction & 

Aggregation method or a combination of methods is 

possible:

(e) intra-group transactions are not significant both 

in terms of volume and value of the transaction;

(f) the group includes third country related insurance 

or reinsurance undertakings, whether delegated 

acts have been adopted pursuant to paragraphs 4 

or 5 of Article 227 of Directive 2009/138/EC, 

determining that the solvency regimes of those third 

countries are equivalent or provisionally equivalent.

G.1.2. Scope Calculations should be carried out at the level of the 

ultimate EEA participating insurance undertaking or 

insurance holding company 

Added: mixed financial holding company
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G.1.3. Assumptions for the 

treatment of third country 

related insurance 

undertakings and third country 

groups

For the Quantitative Assessment and only when 

using the deduction and aggregation method for the 

inclusion of third country (re)insurance 

undertakings, groups can calculate the MCR, SCR 

and OF of the related third country insurance and 

reinsurance undertaking using local rules in respect 

of those related undertakings in: 

• third country assessed by EIOPA to date 

• third country in the transitional list

• third country for which a project on mutual 

understanding and cooperation are ongoing 

When using the deduction and aggregation method 

for the inclusion of third country (re)insurance 

undertakings, groups are allowed to use solvency 

capital requirements and eligible own funds of 

related third country (re)insurance undertakings 

calculated according to their local rules, without 

prejudice to any future European Commission 

equivalence determinations and any future 

decisions of the group supervisor.

N/A Participating groups in the stress test exercise from 

Switzerland are exempted from G.9. and G.10., if 

they participate at the ultimate group level in 

Switzerland.

G.1.4. Availability of group 

own funds

G.6. In order to assess group solvency, it is 

necessary to determine the amount of group own 

funds which are eligible to cover the group SCR. 

This assessment has to be made after the 

elimination of double use of eligible own funds 

among the different insurance or reinsurance 

undertakings taken into account in the calculation 

and for both calculation methods (default or D&A) 

G.13. In order to assess group solvency, it is 

necessary to determine the amount of group own 

funds which are eligible to cover the group SCR. 

This assessment has to be made after the 

elimination of double use of eligible own funds 

within the group irrespective of the calculation 

methods (method 1, D&A or combination of 

methods). 
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G.1.4. Availability of group 

own funds

G.7. The assessment needs, in particular, to 

consider the availability of the own funds of each 

entity within the scope of group solvency. This 

means that own funds that can not be made both 

fungible (i.e. absence of dedication to a certain 

purpose) and transferable (i.e. absence of 

significant obstacles to moving assets from one 

entity of the group to another) for the group within a 

maximum of 9 months can not be considered 

effectively available at group level. 

G.14. The assessment needs to consider the 

availability of the own funds of each related 

(re)insurance undertaking, ancillary service 

undertaking, special purpose vehicle, insurance 

holding company and mixed financial holding 

company within the scope of group solvency. This 

means that own funds that cannot be made either 

fungible (i.e. absence of dedication to absorb only 

certain losses) or transferable (i.e. absence of 

significant obstacles to moving own funds items 

from one entity of the group to another) for the 

group within a maximum of 9 months cannot be 

considered effectively available at group level. 

G.2.1. Determination of 

consolidated data for the 

calculation of group solvency 

according to method 1

N/A Added to calculation method of consolidated data:

e) the proportional share of the undertakings’ own 

funds calculated according to the relevant sectoral 

rules, as referred to in Article 2(7) of Directive 

2002/87/EC, in relation to holdings in related 

undertakings which are credit institutions, 

investment firms and financial institutions, 

alternative investment fund managers, asset 

management companies, 
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G.2.1. Determination of 

consolidated data for the 

calculation of group solvency 

according to method 1

(continued)

institutions for occupational retirement provision 

within the meaning of Directive 2003/41/EC, non-

regulated undertakings carrying out financial 

activities;

f) participations in all related undertakings outside 

the financial sector other than those referred to in 

letters a) to e) (both dominant and significant 

influence) should be consolidated in accordance 

with section V.9., paragraph 2 , this means that the 

relevant capital requirements (inter alia equity risk 

capital requirement and the concentration risk 

capital requirement) are to be calculated on the 

value of that participation on the basis of the 

provisions set out in the sections SCR.5.5 and 

SCR.5.7-SCR.5.9.

In case of related collective investment 

undertakings in the scope of the group, those 

undertakings would fall under letter (f) and would be 

consolidated in accordance with V.9, paragraph 2.
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G.2.1. Determination of 

consolidated data for the 

calculation of group solvency 

according to method 1

Participations in entities outside the financial sector 

(both dominant and significant influence) should be 

consolidated through the equity method, this means 

that the relevant capital requirements (inter alia 

equity risk capital requirement and the 

concentration risk capital requirement) are to be 

calculated on the value of that participation on the 

basis of the provisions set out in the section SCR.5

Eliminated

G.2.2. Group technical 

provisions

The group best estimate of insurance liabilities 

should be the sum of solo best estimate of 

insurance liabilities with only the elimination of the 

part of the best estimate resulting from internally 

reinsured activities in order to avoid double counting 

of commitments as in the consolidated accounts. 

The group best estimate of insurance liabilities 

should be the sum of:

(a) the best estimate of the participating insurance 

or reinsurance undertaking calculated in 

accordance with Articles 75 to 86 of Directive 

2009/138/EC;

(b) the proportional share of the best estimate, 

calculated in accordance with Articles 75 to 86 of 

Directive 2009/138/EC, of related insurance or 

reinsurance undertakings and third-country 

insurance or reinsurance undertakings referred to 

letter (a) and (c) of paragraph G.16.

The calculation above should be inclusive of any 

long term guarantee measure applied at individual 

level.
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G.2.2. Group technical 

provisions

(continued)

The calculation above should consider the 

proportional share of the related undertaking that is 

included in the consolidated accounts. When the 

proportional share used in the consolidated 

accounts is 100% for a related undertaking, the 

proportional share should be 100%.

N/A G.20. The best estimates described above should 

be net of any intra-group transactions. In case of 

reinsurance contracts, the following adjustments 

shall be made:

(a) the best estimate of the undertaking that accepts 

risks shall not include the cash-flows arising from 

the obligations of the intra-group reinsurance 

contracts;

(b) the undertaking that cedes the risk shall not 

recognise the amounts recoverable from the intra-

group reinsurance contracts.
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G.2.2. Group technical 

provisions

N/A G.21. In relation to the third country undertakings 

referred to letter (a) and (c) of paragraph G16, 

groups should calculate the technical provisions in 

accordance with Articles 75 to 86 of Directive 

2009/138/EC, including the Long Term Guarantee 

measures. In case of application of the transitional 

measures, the transition should be considered from 

the current third country regime to Solvency II.

The risk margin of technical provisions for a group 

should be equal to the sum of the following: 

(a) the risk margin of the participating insurance or 

reinsurance undertaking; 

(b) the proportional share of the participating 

undertaking in the risk margin of the related 

insurance or reinsurance undertakings. 

The risk margin of technical provisions for a group 

should be equal to the sum of the following:

(a) the risk margin of the participating insurance or 

reinsurance undertaking;

(b) the proportional share of the participating 

undertaking in the risk margin of the related 

insurance or reinsurance undertakings and third-

country insurance or reinsurance undertakings 

referred letter (a) and (c) of paragraph G.16.
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G.2.3. Consolidated group 

SCR

N/A Added to calculation method of consolidated group 

solvency capital requirements:… sum of: …

c) the proportional share of the capital requirements 

for credit institutions, investment

firms, financial institutions, alternative investment 

fund managers, asset management companies, and 

institutions for occupational retirement provision 

within the meaning of Directive 2003/41/EC, 

calculated according to the relevant sectoral rules 

and the proportional share of the notional capital 

requirements of non-regulated undertakings 

carrying out financial activities as referred to in letter 

e) of par. G.16; 

d) the solvency capital requirements of other related 

undertakings referred to letter f)

of par. G.16 (SCROT ).
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G.2.3. Consolidated group 

SCR

N/A G.24. For the purpose of the Stress Test exercise, 

the proportional share of the relevant

sectoral capital requirements of for credit 

institutions, investment firms, financial

institutions, alternative investment fund managers, 

asset management companies, and

institutions for occupational retirement provision 

within the meaning of Directive

2003/41/EC and the proportional share of the 

notional capital requirements of non-regulated

undertakings carrying out financial activities, as 

described in G.23 (c), should

be deducted from the consolidated group SCR. If 

these capital requirements are nonmaterial

to the group they can be included for simplicity.
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G.2.4. Additional guidance for 

the calculation of the 

consolidated group SCR

SCR diversified is the SCR for the fully consolidated 

undertakings calculated in accordance to paragraph 

G.2.3 and SCRsolo is the solvency capital 

requirement of each controlled (re)insurance entity. 

SCR diversified is the SCR calculated on the basis of 

the consolidated data in accordance to paragraph 

G.23 letter

a) before the adjustment of the loss absorbing 

capacity of technical provisions and

deferred taxes and SCRsolo* is the solvency capital 

requirement of each of each

(re)insurance undertaking included in the 

consolidated data before the adjustment of

the loss absorbing capacity of technical provisions 

and deferred taxes.

N/A G.35. Where the consolidated group Solvency 

Capital Requirement is calculated, wholly or

in part, on the basis of the standard formula, the 

local currency referred to in the

currency risk sub-module should be understood to 

be the currency used for the preparation of the 

group consolidated accounts.
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LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

G.2.4. Additional guidance for 

the calculation of the 

consolidated group SCR

N/A G.36. The capital requirement for the currency risk 

should take account of any relevant risk mitigation 

instruments which meet the requirements set out in 

(SCR.11.1-SCR.11.34 and SCR.12.1-SCR.12.28).

N/A G.37. If the consolidated SCR is calculated, wholly 

or in part, on the basis of the standard formula, all 

investments denominated in a currency pegged to 

the currency of the consolidated accounts should be 

taken into account in accordance with (SCR.5.75).

N/A G.38. For the purposes of the stress test, where 

groups have also chosen to provide the 

consolidated group SCR using their internal model, 

the above considerations should be taken into 

account in the group’s internal model.

N/A G.39. Groups must identify all material ring-fenced 

funds arrangements within the consolidated data 

(par. G.16, letter a) to c) ) irrespective of whether 

the ring-fenced fund is within an EEA or a third 

country insurance or reinsurance undertaking.
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LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

G.2.4. Additional guidance for 

the calculation of the 

consolidated group SCR

N/A G.40. Only for the purposes of calculating the 

notional SCR and the restricted own funds (i.e. RFF 

or matching adjustment portfolio own funds in 

excess of the RFF or matching adjustment notional 

SCR), for each material ring-fenced fund and each 

matching adjustment portfolio no intra-group 

transactions should be eliminated between the 

assets and liabilities associated with each material 

ring-fenced fund or each matching adjustment 

portfolio and the remaining part of the consolidated 

data.

N/A G.41. Therefore, the notional SCR and the restricted 

own funds for each material ring-fenced funds or 

matching adjustment portfolio that belong to an EEA 

insurance operation in the consolidated data will be 

the same as the notional SCR and the restricted 

own funds calculated at the solo level. Also, no 

diversification should be recognised between a RFF 

or matching adjustment portfolio and the remaining 

part of the consolidated data or other material ring-

fenced funds and matching adjustment portfolios 

where standard formula is being used to calculate 

the group SCR. 
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LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

G.2.4. Additional guidance for 

the calculation of the 

consolidated group SCR

N/A (continued) Where the Internal model is being used, 

systems used for measuring diversification effects 

has to take into account the restrictions of 

diversification arising from the identification of 

material ring-fenced funds and from the application 

of matching adjustment.

N/A G.42. The total restricted ring-fenced fund and 

matching adjustment portfolio own funds at the 

group level, to be deducted from the group 

reconciliation reserve, should be the sum of all 

restricted own funds identified in the EEA insurance 

or reinsurance undertakings and the restricted own 

funds identified in the third country insurance and 

reinsurance undertaking included within the 

consolidated data [G.16 letter a) to c)].

N/A G.43. Groups must eliminate intra-group 

transactions within the remaining part of the 

consolidated data (excluding assets and liabilities of 

all material ring-fenced funds but including the 

assets and liabilities of all non-material ring-fenced 

funds) when calculating the SCR for the remaining 

part of the consolidated data.
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LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

G.2.4. Additional guidance for 

the calculation of the 

consolidated group SCR

N/A G.44. Regardless of par. G.40, the calculation of 

group own funds should be based on the 

consolidated data that is net of all intra-group 

transactions and elimination of double use of capital 

(par. G.13 and G.17)

G.2.5. Minimum consolidated 

group SCR

G.32. When using the default method and the 

combination of methods for the consolidate part (not 

when using the D&A method) a minimum 

consolidated group SCR is applied and is equal to 

the sum of the of the following: 

a) the MCR of the participating insurance and 

reinsurance undertaking or the notional MCR of the 

insurance holding company 

b) the proportional share of the MCR of the related 

insurance undertakings . and intermediate 

insurance holding company. 

G.45. When using method 1 or the combination of 

methods for the consolidated part (not when using 

the D&A method exclusively) a minimum 

consolidated group SCR is applied and is equal to 

the sum of the following: 

a) the MCR of the participating insurance and 

reinsurance undertaking or the notional MCR of the 

insurance holding company or mixed financial 

holding company, 

b) the proportional share of the MCR of the related 

insurance and reinsurance undertakings and the 

proportional share of the notional MCR of the 

intermediate insurance and mixed financial 

holding company. 

G.35. The floor SCR so calculated only applies to 

SCR diversified. 

Eliminated
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LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

G.2.5. Minimum consolidated 

group SCR

N/A G.48. The consolidated group SCR shall not be less 

than the minimum consolidated group solvency 

capital requirement calculated in accordance with 

section G.2.5(a).

G.36. The notional MCR for the insurance holding 

companies should be 35% of their notional SCR, 

where 35% is the percentage in the middle of the 

corridor prescribed in Article 129(1) (d) of the 

Solvency II Framework Directive. 

G.49. The notional MCR for the insurance holding 

companies and mixed financial holding company 

should be 35% of their notional SCR, where 35% is 

the percentage in the middle of the corridor 

prescribed in Article 129(3) of the Directive 

2009/138/EC unless a different approach can be 

justified. 

G.2.6. Consolidated group 

own funds

G.40. In addition to surplus funds and any 

subscribed but not paid-up capital, ancillary own 

funds, preference shares, subordinated mutual 

members account, subordinated liabilities, net 

deferred tax assets should also be considered as 

not effectively available to cover the SCR of the 

participating insurance undertaking for which the 

group solvency is calculated. Such non-available 

own funds may cover the group SCR only in so far 

as they are eligible to cover the SCR of the related 

undertaking. 

G.53. In addition to surplus funds and any 

subscribed but not paid-up capital, ancillary own 

funds, preference shares, subordinated mutual 

members account, subordinated liabilities, net 

deferred tax assets, any other own fund-items 

that are not available should also be considered 

as not effectively available to cover the SCR of the 

participating insurance undertaking for which the 

group solvency is calculated. Such non-available 

own funds may cover the group SCR only in so far 

as they are eligible to cover the SCR of the related 

undertaking. 
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LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

G.2.6. Consolidated group 

own funds

N/A G.55. …

For undertakings included in consolidated data with 

proportional consolidation, according to letter (c) of 

par. G.16, only the proportional share of the solo 

SCR is included in the above calculation. 

G.43. For undertakings using an internal model the 

attribution of diversification can be carried out using 

the internal model. 

G.56. When undertakings provide results on the 

basis of an internal model, in addition to the 

standard formula results, the attribution of 

diversification can be carried out using the internal 

model. 

N/A G.58. The calculation of the amount to be deducted 

from the eligible own funds for minority interests 

should be done in the following order: 

1. calculate the eligible own funds exceeding the 

contribution of the subsidiary undertaking to the 

group solvency capital requirement, 2. deduct the 

non-available own funds from the eligible own funds 

calculated in point 1, 3. calculate the minority 

interest share from the result of point 2. 
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LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

G.3. Deduction and 

aggregation method

G.50. The treatment of participations in particular 

types of entities at solo level will be reflected in the 

aggregated group SCR. For participations in non-

financial entities, the equity risk charge as described 

on section SCR.5 in the solo SCR of the 

participating entity should be applied to ensure a 

consistent approach with the accounting 

consolidation method. Any risks arising from non-

financial entities (which will have neither an SCR 

nor notional SCR) should be assessed in the 

context of group-specific risks. 

G.61.

….

Participations in all other related entities outside the 

financial sector (both dominant and significant 

influence) should be included in accordance with 

section V.9, paragraph 2 and the relevant risk 

charge as described in par. G.16 letter f) in the 

solo SCR of the participating entity should be 

applied to ensure a consistent approach with 

the accounting consolidation method. 

G.3.1. Aggregated group SCR G.51. The aggregated group SCR is the sum of the 

following: 

• the SCR of the participating insurance or 

reinsurance undertaking or the insurance 

holding; 

• the proportional share of the SCR of the related 

insurance or reinsurance undertakings or 

intermediate insurance holding company. 

G.62. The aggregated group SCR is the sum of the 

following: 

• the SCR of the participating insurance or 

reinsurance undertaking or the notional SCR of 

the insurance holding company or mixed 

financial holding company; 

• the proportional share of the SCR of the related 

insurance or reinsurance undertakings or the 

proportional share of the notional SCR of the 

intermediate insurance holding company or 

mixed financial holding company; 
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LTGA versus Solvency II Preparatory Phase

Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

G.3.1. Aggregated group SCR (Continued)

• the proportional share of the capital 

requirements for credit institutions, 

investment firms, financial institutions, 

alternative investment fund managers, asset 

management companies and institutions for 

occupational retirement provision within the 

meaning of Directive 2003/41/EC, calculated 

according to the relevant sectoral rules and 

the proportional share of the notional 

solvency capital requirement of non-

regulated undertakings carrying out financial 

activities; for related third country 

undertakings the capital requirement should 

be calculated according to relevant sectoral 

rules in the Union. 

N/A G.63. For the purpose of the Stress Test exercise, 

the proportional share of the relevant sectoral 

capital requirements for credit institutions, 

investment firms, financial institutions, alternative 

investment fund managers, asset management 

companies and institutions for occupational 

retirement provision
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Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

G.3.1. Aggregated group SCR (Continued)

within the meaning of Directive 2003/41/EC and the 

proportional share of the notional capital 

requirements of non- regulated undertakings 

carrying out financial activities should be deducted 

from the aggregated group SCR. If these capital 

requirements are non-material to the group they can 

be included for simplicity. 

G.3.2. Aggregated group own 

funds

G.52. The aggregated group eligible own funds are 

the sum of the following: 

• the own funds eligible for the SCR of the 

participating insurance or reinsurance 

undertaking and insurance holding company; 

• the proportional share of the participating 

insurance or reinsurance undertaking in the own 

funds eligible for the SCR of the related 

undertakings and intermediate insurance holding 

companies. 

G.64. The aggregated group eligible own funds are 

the sum of the following: 

• the own funds eligible for the SCR of the 

participating insurance or reinsurance 

undertaking, insurance holding company and 

mixed financial holding company; 

• the proportional share of the participating 

insurance or reinsurance undertaking in the own 

funds eligible for the SCR of the related 

(re)insurance undertakings and intermediate 

insurance holding companies or mixed financial 

holding company; 
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Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

G.3.2. Aggregated group own 

funds

(Continued)

• the proportional share of own funds of credit 

institutions, investment firms, financial 

institutions, alternative investment fund 

managers, asset management companies and 

institutions for occupational retirement 

provision within the meaning of Directive 

2003/41/EC, calculated according to the 

relevant sectoral rules and the proportional 

share of own funds of non-regulated 

undertakings carrying out financial activities; 

for related third country undertakings own 

funds should be calculated according to 

relevant sectoral rules in the Union. 

N/A G.65. For the purpose of the Stress Test exercise, 

the proportional share of the own funds from credit 

institutions, investment firms, financial institutions, 

alternative investment fund managers, asset 

management companies and institutions for 

occupational retirement provision
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Topic LTGA Solvency II Preparatory Phase

G.3.2. Aggregated group own 

funds

N/A (Continued)

within the meaning of Directive 2003/41/EC and 

non-regulated undertakings carrying out financial 

activities should be deducted from the aggregated 

group own funds. If these capital requirements are 

non-material to the group they can be included for 

simplicity. 

G.53. Own funds should be calculated net of any 

intra-group transactions and net of the adjustments 

related to non-available own funds. 

G.66. Own funds should be calculated net of any 

double use of eligible own funds and net of the 

adjustments related to non-available own funds. 
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Deriving the Basic Risk Free Rate

Reference 

Instruments

• For each currency and maturity, the basic risk-free interest rates have been derived on 

the basis of interest rate swap rates for interest rates of that currency, for maturities 

where interest rate swap rates were not available from deep, liquid and transparent 

financial markets the rates of government bonds issued in that currency

• The choice of reference instruments and the values for the Last Liquid Points (LLPs) 

have been based on EIOPA analysis of the depth, liquidity and transparency of the 

relevant markets and the ability of undertakings to match their liabilities with bonds

Adjustment for 

credit risk

• The adjustment for credit risk is applied as a fixed deduction across all maturities of 

the observed swap term structure

• The adjustment has been determined on the basis of the difference between rates 

capturing the credit risk reflected in the floating rate of interest rate swaps and overnight 

indexed swap rates of the same maturity. The calculation of the adjustment has been 

based on 50 percent of the average of that difference over a time period of one year

and subject to a floor of 10bps and a cap of 35 bps. 

Extrapolation

• The interpolation between data points and extrapolation beyond the LLP has been done 

using the Smith-Wilson method.

• The ultimate forward rate (UFR) is the percentage rate that the forward curve converges 

to at the pre-specified maturity. The UFR for each currency is equal to 4.2% (i.e. 2.2% 

long term growth rate and 2% inflation rate assumption). The only exceptions are 

Lichtenstein, Switzerland and Japan with an UFR of 3,2%. 
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Deriving the Basic Risk Free Rate

Country Currency LLP Convergence UFR Instruments Country Currency LLP Convergence UFR Instruments

Euro EUR 20 40 4.2 SWP Canada CAD 30 30 4.2 SWP 

Croatia HRK 7 40 4.2 GVT Chile CLP 10 40 4.2 SWP 

Czech

Republic
CZK 15 40 4.2 SWP China CNY 15 40 4.2 SWP 

Denmark EUR 20 40 4.2 SWP Colombia COP 10 40 4.2 SWP 

Hungary HUF 15 40 4.2 GVT Hong Kong HKD 15 40 4.2 SWP 

Iceland ISK 20 40 4.2 GVT India INR 10 40 4.2 SWP 

Liechtenstein LIC 25 35 3.2 SWP Japan JPY 20 40 3.2 SWP 

Norway NOK 10 40 4.2 SWP Malaysia MYR 20 40 4.2 SWP 

Poland PLN 15 40 4.2 GVT Mexico MXN 10 40 4.2 GVT 

Romania RON 10 40 4.2 SWP 
New 

Zealand
NZD 10 40 4.2 SWP 

Russia RUB 10 40 4.2 SWP Singapore SGD 30 30 4.2 SWP 

Sweden SEK 10 10 4.2 SWP South Africa ZAR 30 30 4.2 SWP 

Switzerland CHF 25 35 3.2 SWP Korea, South KRW 20 40 4.2 SWP 

UK GBP 50 40 4.2 SWP Taiwan TWD 15 40 4.2 SWP 

Argentina ARS 10 40 4.2 SWP Thailand THB 20 40 4.2 SWP 

Australia AUD 25 35 4.2 SWP Turkey TRY 20 40 4.2 GVT 

Brazil BRL 10 40 4.2 GVT USA USD 50 40 4.2 SWP 

The table below gives an overview of:

• The instruments

• The LPP

• The Convergence speed

• The UFR

Used to calibrate the basic risk free rate and to extrapolate the interest term structure of the different currencies. 
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Definitions

Calculation 

Methods

Descriptions

Volatility Adjustment

• The Volatility Adjustment is applied to the liquid zero coupon rates of the Basic Risk Free curve, the final discount 

curves provided by EIOPA show a parallel shift until the LLP. There is no parallel shift after the LLP as the curve with 

and without volatility adjustment ultimately converge to the same UFR.

• Calculated by currency zone, but with an exceptional national adjustment in exceptional market circumstances

• The amount of the Volatility Adjustment should be assumed to be the same before and after the application of an 

SCR shock.

If normal conditions :

If exceptional circumstances :

Currency 

spread
Volatility balancer

Currency 

spread
Volatility balancer Add-on

Currency spread

• Using a reference portfolio specific to the currency (identical method to the CCP in the LTGA) in order to calculate the 

spread over risk-free rate adjusted for the part due to default risk

National spread

• Using a reference portfolio specific to the country to calculate the spread over risk-free rate adjusted for the part due 

to default risk

Add-on

• Add-on = 𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 − 2 ∙ 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑

Exceptional circumstances

• The spread of the national reference portfolio is at least twice the spread of currency specific portfolio, and

• The spread of the national reference portfolio is greater than 100bps

65%

65% ( )
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Definitions

Calculation 

Methods

Descriptions

Matching Adjustment

• Adjustment to the discount rate used to value life insurance obligations and annuities stemming from non-life 

contracts

• Applicable if assigned portfolio of assets is managed separately

• The portfolio of assigned assets has fixed cash flows

• The matching adjustment of sub-investment grade assets is capped at the MA of BBB assets

• Immaterial underwriting risks are accepted (mortality risk < 5% of BE, market adjusted surrender option)

• No future premium payments

Current spread

The spread of the investment return over the risk-free rate shall be equal to the difference of the following:

• The annual effective rate, calculated as the single discount rate that, where applied to the cash-flows of the 

portfolio of insurance obligations, results in a value that is equal to the market value of the assigned assets

• The annual effective rate, calculated as the single discount rate that, where applied to the cash-flows of the 

portfolio of insurance obligations, results in a value that is equal to the value of the best estimate of the portfolio 

of insurance obligations

Fundamental spread

The fundamental spread is the maximum of 2 and 3 in the figure above. EIOPA shall publish a fundamental spread for 

each asset class (duration, credit quality) on at least a quarterly basis

Current 

spread

Expected 

loss from 

default

Expected 

loss from 

downgrade
35% (30% 

for govies) 

of long 

term 

average 

spread

Matching adjustment

Higher of (2) and (3)

(1) (2) (3)
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Adjustments to 

own funds

Matching Adjustment

• The reduced transferability and scope for diversification between the assigned portfolio and the remainder of the 

undertaking needs to be reflected in adjustments to own funds and the Solvency Capital Requirement.

• The SCR of the undertaking as a whole is equal to the sum the SCR’s of the assigned portfolios and the rest 

entity (no diversification between portfolios) and surpluses of the assigned portfolios cannot be used to cover 

the SCR of other portfolios.

Assigned 

portfolio A

Assigned 

portfolio B
Rest Entity Entity

Own Funds 200 400 1 400 2 000 

SCR 10 169 529 708 

Shareholder Value in ring-fenced fund - 30 - 30 

OF available to cover SCR of the undertaking 

as a whole 
10 199 1 400 1 609 

Own Funds unavailable to cover SCR of the 

undertaking as a whole
190 201 - 391 

Adjustments to 

SCR

• In the context of the SCR sub module for interest rate risk, it should be noted that the shocks should be applied 

not taking into account the Matching Adjustment.

• For the calculation of spread risk the technical provisions shall be recalculated to take into account the impact on 

the amount of the matching adjustment of the instantaneous decrease in value of the assigned portfolio of 

assets.
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Transitional measures

• Designed to smooth the transition from Solvency I to Solvency II

• Application of the measure over 16 years

• Measures are only applied on policies in force at the start of Solvency II

• They do not apply to portfolios already subject to the Matching Adjustment

• For the purpose of the preparatory phase it is assumed that undertakings are zero years into the transitional 

process.

Description

• Determining the difference between Solvency I and Solvency II technical provisions

• Deduction of the difference from the Solvency II technical provisions

• Linear decrease of the amount, with possible regular adjustments if the risk-free yield curve change significantly

Transitional 

measure on TP

• Based on the difference between discount factors used in technical provisions under Solvency I and Solvency II

• Calculation of the difference between the technical provisions calculated with Solvency I and Solvency II rates

• Deduction of the difference from the Solvency II technical provisions

• Annual adjustment of the amount by increasing the weight of Solvency II rates compared to Solvency I rates

Transitional 

measure on RF 

rate

Assets

Solvency I

OF

TP

Assets

Solvency II

OF

TP

ΔTP

Assets

Solvency II with transition measures

OF

TP

Increase of eligible 

own funds
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Transitional measures

• The amount of the transitional adjustment to the risk free interest rate term structure remains unchanged following 

an SCR stress scenario

• For the calculation of the interest rate risk sub-module the specified shocks should apply to the basic risk-free 

interest rates without any adjustment

Interaction with 

SCR 

• The amount of the transitional adjustment to the risk free interest rate term structure remains unchanged following 

an SCR stress scenario

• For the calculation of the interest rate risk sub-module the specified shocks should apply to the basic risk-free 

interest rates without any adjustment

Transitional 

discount rate
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